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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

This report documents the Scan-Scancorrelator Phase II algorithms developed for the
ASR-9 Processor Augmentation Card (9-PAC) project. The 9-PAC is a processor card that
servesas a processingenhancementto the existing ASR-9’s post-processorsystem. It provides
increased speed and memory capabilities to the processor, which allows for the introduction of
more complex scan-scancorrelator algorithms. These more complex algorithms improve the
ASR-9’s systemperformancethrough decreasedfalse alarms, and increaseddetection of aircraft.
The 9-PAC Scan-ScanPhase II correlator, also known as the Tracker, consists of three
basic processing tasks: initialization, input/output, and the actual Tracker. The Tracker can be
broken down further into four main processing functions: report-to-track association,report-totrack correlation, track update, and track initiation. These four 9-PAC Tracker functions are the
same as in the original ASR-9 processor,but with different algorithms. Each of these functions
is addressedindividually in this report, and is further broken down into sub-functions for more
detailed discussion.
This report is one in a series of reports that document the algorithms implemented in the
9-PAC. “The Beacon Target Detector (BTD) Algorithms Deployed in the ASR-9 Processor
Augmentation Card (9-PAC)” [l] and “The Radar Correlation and Interpolation (C&I)
Algorithms Deployed in the ASR-9 ProcessorAugmentation Card (9-PAC)” [2] are two other
reports in the series. “ASR-9 ProcessorAugmentation Card Scan-ScanCorrelator Algorithms”
[7] defines an earlier prototype version of the PhaseII Tracker design.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Air traffic surveillance at major airports depends on two types of radar: primary radar
surveillance and secondarysurveillance radar. Primary radar surveillance is the more traditional
radar surveillance; a signal is transmitted by the radar,reflected off an object, and received by the
radar. The aircraft do not need any special equipment to be seen by the radar. Unfortunately,
neither do the birds, cars, raindrops, and countless other objects. The most frequently used
primary radar system at the major U.S. airports today is the ASR-9 (Airport Surveillance Radar).
In addition to the primary radar system, there is the secondary surveillance radar system,
also known as the beacon system. Secondary surveillance radar differs from primary radar
surveillance: a signal (interrogation) is transmitted by the radar, the signal is received by a
transponderon an aircraft, an answering signal (reply) is transmitted at a different frequency by
the transponder, and the answering signal is received by the radar. This surveillance system
requires the intended targets be properly equipped with transponders to be detected by the
system. Two different techniquesare used to measureazimuth: sliding windows in older systems
and monopulse in newer systems.The ASR-9, when operating with a Mode S sensor, employs
both azimuth-determination techniques- sliding window in the Interim Beacon Interrogator @I)
backup mode, and monopulse in the Mode S mode.
The two surveillance systemsproduce two types of reports, typically referred to as radar
and beacon reports from the primary and secondarysurveillance systems,respectively. Ideally,
all aircraft will have transpondersand will be seenby both systems. In reality, not all aircraft
have transponders,and not all transponderspetiorrn perfectly at all times. Additionally, not all
aircraft can be detected with the primary system at all times, especially in high clutter regions.
Hence the need for both types of surveillance. The ASR-9 is the first terminal radar system to
provide both types of surveillance in a digital format to the end user.
The ASR-9 is an advancedradar system, providing significant improvements in aircraft
detection in bad weather. However, as the ASR-9 has been deployed around the country, sitespecific, environmentally-induced performance problems have been discovered. These problems
include false beacon targets due to reflections and processing splits; radar false targets due to
weather breakthrough, ground traffic, and other clutter sources; false radar tracks due to false
radar targets; and missed radar tracks due to poor track initiation. These problems can all be
addressedwith improved, more complex processingalgorithms. However, the ASR-9’s postprocessor,the Array Surveillance Processor(ASP), does not have spareprocessing capacity, and
given its architecture and machine language,it is also difficult to modify and support. As a result
the ASR-9 ProcessorAugmentation Card (9-PAC) was developed.
The 9-PAC is a processor card that replaces an ASP memory board and serves as a
processing enhancement to the existing ASR-9’s post processor system. With the Phase II
software installed, the ASP processorboards are completely removed from the radar. The 9-PAC
card provides significantly increased speed and memory capabilities that make it possible to
introduce more complex algorithms for handling the aforementioned performance problems. The
9-PAC software can be divided into four basic processes: Beacon Target Detector (BTD),
Correlation & Interpolation (C&I), Merge, and Scan-ScanCorrelator. In addition there is the
Operating System which holds it all together. This report focuses solely on the 9-PAC PhaseII
Scan-ScanCorrelator, also known as the Tracker.
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This report documents the software modifications and algorithms implemented in the
9-PAC Phase II Scan-ScanCorrelator or Tracker. The 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker differs from the
earlier prototype PhaseII Tracker (describedin Reference[7]) in a number of areas,including:
1.

More sophisticated radar-only track initiation algorithms reduce the incidence of
false-tracksand increaseTracker performance for marginal aircraft

2.

More sophisticated beacontrack initiation algorithm (from Reference[7])

3.

Radar tracking now in range-azimuth coordinates with extended “acceleration”
smoothing provides more accuratetracking close to the sensor- better able to track
maneuvers

4.

Bad correlation “forgiveness-fixup” algorithm repairs the effects of erroneousradaronly correlations on track

5.

More accuratetrack updateperiod calculation provides more accuratetracking close
to sensor

6.

Calculation of track associationbox sizes for maneuveringaircraft improved (from
Reference[7])

7.

Added discrete Mode 3/A beacon association logic (from Reference [7]) to track
rapidly maneuvering, beacon-equippedaircraft

8.

More elaborate association scoring algorithm for conflict resolution makes better
choices and handles mixed (radar-only, beacon-only,radar-reinforcedbeacon) cases
more correctly

9.

More elaborate radar-only association linearity test dealswith erroneousdata points

10. Feedbackof uncorrelated radar-only reports to C&I helps to maintain proper clutter
map
11. Special-case2-on-2 processingfor conflict resolution performancespeedup
12. Extendedperformance analysis outputs
Section 2 of this report addressesthe basics of why the Tracker is necessaryand how it is
used. Section 3 outlines the Tracker system requirements. The various data structures
implemented in the software are addressed in Section 4, and finally, Section 5, provides
descriptions of the actual algorithms.
System performance improvements provided- by the new Tracker algorithms will be
addressedin a separatereport. The purpose of this report is to document the tracker algorithms
in enough detail to support implementation by a secondparty. This report is one in a series of
reports documenting the 9-PAC algorithms [1],[2].
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2. OVERVIEW
First, a word about terminology. In the ASR-9 the Tracker function is, in reality, a scanscan conelator. The distinction is that a true tracker generally maintains a track identification
number, predicts at least a few scans ahead, and/or smoothes the input data. A scan-scan
correlator determines which report most likely belongs to a single track, and then outputs that
report. It does not append a track identification number, it does not do prediction beyond the
time of the next antenna scan, and it does not smooth the data. A scan-scancorrelator is
essentially a false alarm filter. The ASR-9’s current post-processoruses a scan-scancorrelator,
although it is often referred to as a tracker. Staying with ASR-9 terminology, this report will also
refer to the Scan-ScanCorrelator portion of the post-processoras the Tracker.
When the ASR-9 is operating with a Beacon Interrogator (BI), e.g., the BI-5, or with the
Mode S as an Interim Beacon Interrogator (IBI), the data flow is as shown in Figure 1. Beacon
replies are grouped together to form beacontargets in the Beacon Target Detector (BTD). Radar
primitives are grouped together to form radar targets in the Correlation & Interpolation (C&I)
process. Thesetwo streamsof data are fed to the Merge processwhich determines which beacon
targets and radar targets correspondto the same aircraft. These targets are merged together and
called radar-reinforced targets. The radar-reinforced targets and the leftover beacon-only and
radar-only targets are the output of Merge. They are simultaneously passedto the end user and to
the Tracker. The Tracker determineswhich leftover radar-only reports most likely belong to real
aircraft, then passesthese reports to the end user as correlated radar reports. These correlated
radar-only reports may actually correspondto radar-only, non-transponder equipped aircraft, or
they may correspond to beacon, transponder-equipped aircraft, which did not have an
interpretable beacon signal on that scan. All correlated and uncorrelated radar reports are sent
back to the C&I processto aid in the development of clutter maps.

Radar-reinforced

Beacon Targets

Beacon-only Targets
Radar-only Tarr

)

Merge
Correlated
Radar-only
Targets

Llncorrelated Radar-only Targets
Correlated Radar-only Targets

Figure 1. ASR-9 dataJEow.
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When the ASR-9 is operating with a Mode S sensor,the data flow changesslightly. The
modified data flow is depicted in Figure 2. The Mode S is responsible for the processing and
forming of beacon targets. It receives the radar-only targets formed by the ASR-9’s C&I. The
Mode S mergesthese two types of data and outputs radar-reinforcedtargets, leftover beacon-only
targets, and leftover radar-only targets to the ASR-9. The ASR-9 immediately sendsthe target
data to the end user and to the Tracker. The Tracker behavesidentically for a BI system and a
Mode S system; it acts as a filter for radar-only targetsand outputs correlated radar targets.

Radar-only Targets,
Beacon-only Targets,
Radar-reinforced Beacon Targets
b
Radar
Primitives

h

I

Correlation
84
Interpolation

Correlated
.’ .,, ,;1’,:.
_,,l,
,<“”.‘X‘i’?
:. Radar-on,y
::“.
,:’“,,
: ‘I’ :.:_;-,,
,._.
!a,,;:,:,$.j.+“‘:
L=:,:
:<>.~,+.“~:::
Targets

Radar
Targets
,

AA
I
Mode S

Uncorrelated Radar-only Targets
Correlated Radar-only Targets

Figure 2. ASR-9 datajow when operating with Mode S.

There are a few interesting points about the data flow and system processing for both
configurations. While the Tracker receives radar-reinforcedtargets and beacon-only targets in
addition to the radar-only targets as inputs, it only outputs correlated, radar-only reports. The
radar-reinforced targets and beacon-only targetsare used to maintain internal tracks. This allows
for substitution of a radar-only report in caseof a missing beaconreport.
Due to timing concerns,the ASR-9 outputs the radar-reinforcedtargets, the beacon-only
targets, and the leftover radar-only targets as soon as possible to the end user. Simultaneously,
these same data are input to the Tracker. The Tracker filters the data and subsequentlyoutputs
the correlated,radar-only data. These output data are a subsetof the leftover, radar-only data that
was part of the input to the Tracker and that was previously sent to the end user. Essentially, all
of the output of the Tracker is a subset of previously output data, but it has a time delay due to
the processing time of the Tracker and a bit set in the header indicating the report is part of a
correlatedtrack. Becauseof the Tracker time delay, the correlated,radar-only data is used solely
for display purposes in the ATC system.
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3.

REQUIREMENTS

The 9-PAC Phase II Tracker is designed to meet the same specifications as the ASR-9
Tracker while addressing some performance concerns. These concerns are basically high false
alarm rates, particularly in high clutter regions, and an inability to track quickly maneuvering
targets. The following are system inputs, outputs, and requirements as defined in the ASR-9
specification FAA-E-2704B [3] and reiterated in the Software System/SubsystemSpecification
Surveillance Processorfor the ASR-9 [4]. The 9-PAC Tracker must satisfy theserequirements.
1.

2.

3.

Inputs to Surveillance ProcessorTracker:
l

Beacon target reports

l

Radar target reports

l

Radar-reinforced target reports

l

Azimuth word

l

Indication of transmitter failure

l

Variable Site Parameters

Outputs from Surveillance ProcessorTracker:
l

Radar correlatedtarget reports

l

Uncorrelated radar target reports

l

Performancemonitor data

l

Tracker overflow alarms

Capacity requirement for Surveillance ProcessorTracker (Table 1):
Table 1. Capacity Requirement for Tracker

Capacity Requirement

Number of
Targets

FAA-E-2704
Paragraph No.

Peak Aircraft Targets

700

Peak Non-aircraft Targets

300

3.4.3.2
3.4.3.2

Peak targets in 90” scan

250

3.4.3.2

Peak targets across two contiguous 11.25” sectors

100

3.4.3.2

I ~~ 16
I

3.4.3.2

Peak 1.3” azimuth wedge targets
Minimum of 32 surveillanceorocessina

sterx Der scan.

t

3.12.5.6.1

I
1

4.

Target overload conditions shall be handled in an orderly manner; e.g., reduced
processing range ([3], ParagraphNo. 3.4.3.2).

5.

The surveillance processor(tracker) shall output fewer than 1.Ofalse scan correlated
radar target reports per scan averaged over a one hour period, during normal
operating conditions. The peak rate of false scan correlated radar target reports
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shall be fewer than ten per scan averagedover a one hour period, under extreme
conditions of “angel” activity or ducting ([3], 3.125).
6.

The Scan-ScanCorrelator shall processthe data from Mode S when operating with
a Mode S ([3], 3.125).

7.

The maximum delay of the scan-scancorrelated radar reports to ATC display shall
not exceed2.1 secondsas comparedto antennaboresight ([3], 3.125).

8.

The Scan-ScanC&relator functions shall not drop tracks from the surveillance track
list when the POWER:DOWN-INDICATOR = TRUE for less than 15 seconds([3],
3.3.1).

9.

The Scan-ScanCorrelator shall not initiate a track by using a target report flagged as
an MT1 target ([3], 3.12.3.4.12).

10. The Scan-Scan Correlator shall only associate a “Real Time Quality Control”
(RTQC) target report with a track that was initiated by an RTQC report during a
previous scan([3], 3.13.3.1.1).

”
t

4. DATA STRUCTURES
The data structures used in the 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker are relatively simple. They are
described here to help with the understanding of the following discussion of the 9-PAC
algorithms. There are basically two unique data types used in the 9-PAC Phase II Tracker,
reports and tracks, which are usually kept in linked lists. The specific fields that make up the two
data types are listed in Appendix A with descriptions. Note that there is plenty of memory in the
9-PAC so it is not necessaryto pack data into these data types; there are numerous fields that
only serve as a single bit flag. (The 9-PAC processor treats all data items as 32-bit words, so
there is no benefit to declaring data in smaller sizes than a processorword.)
4.1

REPORT DATA TYPE

For simplicity, the 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker has only a single report data type. Each report
contains a field to differentiate between radar-reinforced, beacon-only, and radar-only reports,
but the overall structure is the same. Fields which are meaningless for some report types, e.g.,
altitude for a radar-only report, are generally set to null and ignored. The report data type has
fields for the typical report elements such as range, azimuth, altitude, code, etc., which are
generatedby BTD and C&I. In addition, it has a number of fields which are used for associating
and correlating the report to tracks. These fields count the number of associations,have pointers
to associating tracks, and set flags for correlation. A number of fields in the report provide
mechanismsfor algorithm performanceanalysis. Some fields in the report are used to feedback
information on correlated reports from the tracker to the C&I task. In addition, there are a few
report fields which are used to reducethe overall system processing load by limiting the need to
do a given calculation more than once,e.g., coordinate conversions.
4.2

TRACK DATA TYPE

The 9-PAC Phase II Tracker has only a single track data type, which has many more
fields than the report data type. There are fields containing the positions of the last three reports
used to update the track in addition to the predicted position for the next scan. There are also
miss counters to determine how many scans occurred between each of the last three reports.
There are numerous fields for the actual smoothing and predicting of the track position and
velocity (maintained in both Cartesian and range-azimuth coordinate systems). There are fields
for maintaining the association boxes and association and correlation information. Each track
contains fields to store radar information (quality, confidence, etc.) as well as beaconinformation
(Mode 3/A code and confidence, Mode C altitude and confidence, etc.). There are numerous
fields which contain information that can be used for clutter rejection, e.g., velocity, minimum
distance. A number of fields in the track provide mechanisms for algorithm performance
analysis. Finally, there are fields for statistics gathering, e.g., age count and history count of the
track.
4.3

REPORT AND TRACK LINKED LISTS

Both 9-PAC Phase II Tracker reports and tracks are maintained as linked list data
structures. The reports are maintained in a single link-list in the order in which they are received.
Due to the nature of the 9-PAC processing, the reports are received in clusters, and adjacent
reports are rarely more than one sector (128 ACPs) apart. Since the order of the reports is
7

roughly correlated with their azimuths, the processingtime required to createan azimuth ordered
report list would outweigh the processing benefits achievedby doing so.
Tracks are maintained in two separatelink-lists: a general list and an active list. A given
track entry is linked to only one list at a time. The general track list is an azimuth ordered list (by
predicted azimuth) for essentially all tracks. The active track list is for tracks which are ready to
be updated. When the antenna passesthe predicted azimuth position for a track, the track is
moved from the general track list to the active track list. After being updated by a report or
coasted, the track is returned to the general list. By maintaining two separatelists, update
processing is simplified and time is saved by reducing the number of tracks which need to be
cross-checkedagainst reports for possible associations, and which need to be monitored for
possible correlation processing.
4.4 _ TRACK SORT LISTS
Each track file entry that is currently defined in the tracker is maintained on a singlylinked sort-list based on its Cartesian x-y location in the radar coverage region (-65 to +65
nautical miles centered on the radar). The sort-list mechanism is used to speed up the search
processing for matching reports against “nearby” tracks. Each x-y sort bin occupies a 5 nautical
mile square.
4.5

UNCORRELATED REPORT LISTS

The tracker track-initiation algorithms search lists of uncorrelated target reports from
prior scans to find candidatetracks for initiation processing. In the case of beacon targets, the
most-recent two scans-worthof uncorrelated beacontarget reports are maintained in the beacon
lists. For radar targets, the most-recent five scans-worth of uncorrelated radar reports are
maintained in the radar lists. Each scan’s lists (both radar and beacon) are further subdivided
into range bins and azimuth sectors in order to speed the process of searching by geographic
position within a given scanand report type. The range bins are 5 nautical miles in extent (O-65
nautical miles in range), and each scan is divided into 32 azimuth sectors(128 ACPs per sector).
4.6

DOPPLER TABLE

In order to speedup the calculations for the Doppler Agreement Test (seesection 5.3.2.5),
the tracker uses a pre-calculated square table indexed by the high and low-PRF Doppler
differences found between the expected and measured Doppler values. The table contains the
Doppler test pass/fail value given the Doppler differences.
4.7

SINE/COSINE

TABLES

To improve processing performance, the tracker pre-calculates tables of the sine and
cosine function for all azimuths measured in ACPs (o-4095). Table lookup (by ACP value) is
much faster than calculating the trigonometric value each time it is needed.

8

4.8

BIT-DIFFERENCE TABLE

To improve processingperformance, the tracker pre-calculatesthe number of set bits in
the values O-4095 (12 bit values). The table lookup is used in the comparison of 12-bit Mode
3/A codesand Mode C altitudes in the beaconalgorithms.
4.9

GREY-CODE TABLE

To improve the tracker’s processingperformance in comparing beaconMode C altitudes,
a table of altitude Grey codes is pre-calculated. Table lookup is used whenever a Mode C
altitude (in flight levels) must be converted to Grey code form.
4.10

LINEARITY-TEST

AZIMUTH EXTENT TABLE

The azimuth threshold for the linearity tests (see sections 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.3.1) is a
somewhat complex function of range. To improve tracker performance,the threshold values are
pre-calculatedand stored in a table indexed by range in 0.25 nautical mile increments. The small
table granularity is required becausethe azimuth threshold changesrapidly for short ranges.
4.11

CROSS-RANGE TRACK INITIATION

TABLE

The track initiation algorithms need to search for uncorrelated reports (radar or beacon)
from a previous scanthat could be part of a candidatetrack. The distanceover which this search
is to be performed is a function of the maximum reasonable speed assumed for an aircraft
(nominally 600 knots). The azimuth threshold is a somewhat complex function of range. To
improve tracker performance, the azimuth threshold is pre-calculated and stored in a table
indexed by range in nautical mile increments.
4.12

TRACK HEADING HISTOGRAM TABLE

The tracker maintains a count of the number of radar-only, slow-moving (i.e. speed
I SLOW- VEL VSP) tracks currently maintained in the system as a function of the track’s
smoothedground heading. The histogram table divides the heading range into 15-degreesectors.
There are actually two sets of heading histogram tables in the tracker: one set is used to
accumulate the statistics for the current scan, while the second set stores the statistics from the
previous scan. The previous-scan’s statistics are used in the “bird detection” tracker algorithms.
Once per scan (at the northmark), the current scanhistogram set is copied into the previous scan
histogram and the current scanhistogram set is re-initialized.
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5. PROCESSING
This section discussesthe 9-PAC Phase II Tracker data processing. This discussion is
broken down into three general parts: the initialization process,the input/output process,and the
actual Tracker process. These processesfit together as shown in Figure 3 below.
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Start
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Server/Client
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Other
9-PAC
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Figure 3. Overview of P-PAC Trackerprocesses.

5.1

INITIALIZATION

PROCESS

When the 9-PAC system is started, each of the main processesneeds to be initialized.
The Phase II Tracker initialization process includes allocating stack space for the maximum
number of reports and maximum number of tracks. While the maximum number of tracks
should never exceed 1100 (system requirement for 700 beacontargets,300 primary radar targets,
and 100 false alarms per scan), there is more than sufficient memory in the 9-PAC, so the
maximum number of tracks has been set to 2000. The maximum number of reports is also
oversized and limited to 1000 total reports of all types.
After allocating memory for tracks and reports, the data structuresthat will hold these are
initialized. The 9-PAC Phase II Tracker uses three linked lists: reports, active tracks, and
general tracks. Tracks move back and forth between the active list and the general list, but can
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only be on one list at any given time. The active tracks list contains tracks that have predictions
in the vicinity of the radar antenna,and are waiting to be updated or coasted.The general tracks
list contains all of the other tracks. The initialization process also performs one time functions
such as generation of sine and cosine tables and other such tables employed to reduce future
processing. Finally, the Variable Site Parameters(VSPs) are read for the first time, and the
Performance Monitors are reset. (See Appendix B for a listing and definition of 9-PAC PhaseII
Tracker VSPs, and Appendix C for a listing of the 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker Performance Monitor
entries.)
5.2

INPUT / OUTPUT PROCESS
t

The 9-PAC Phase II Tracker processreceives and sendsdata via server/client channels.
The Tracker task is a client on receive from the server Merge task during stand-alone ASR-9
operations. When the 9-PAC is operating with a Mode S, the Tracker task is a client on receive
from the server input task. In either mode, the 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker task receives radar-only,
beacon-only, and radar-reinforced reports from the serving task. The reports are mixed together
in a single input stream.
Whenever the 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker task is called, the first function implemented is
receiving reports fiom the server/client channel. This occurs approximately once every 16
antenna ACPs (4096 ACPs = 360”). On receipt of the reports, the 9-PAC Phase II Tracker
process copies the reports from the received format into the previously defined report data
structure. Many fields are copied directly to the correspondingfield in the Tracker data structure.
One exception is the altitude Geld, which is convertedfrom the 12-bit Gray code to an altitude in
feet, if possible. In addition to copying the receivedreport fields, a number of other report fields
are initialized, e.g., Cartesianposition coordinatesand various flags and counters.
While the processingof incoming reports is called every time the 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker
task is called, the remainder of the Tracker task is only called once every 64 ACPs. System
requirements (delineated in Table 1) require calling the surveillance steps at least 32 times a
scan,which is once every sector, or once every 128 ACPs. While it is desirable to increase the
output rate by calling the Tracker task more often, doing so increasesthe processingload. Sixtyfour ACPs is a good compromise: calling the task even more often does not significantly
improve the output rate of the tracker,~or significantly changethe output, but it does significantly
increasethe processingload. Maintenanceof the radar-only and beacon-only uncorrelated report
lists (for track initiation) is done on a 32 azimuth-sectors/scanbasis (every 128 ACPs).
Several 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker functions are performed on a once-per-scanbasis at the
antenna north-mark. They are performed only once each scan to increasesystem performance.
These functions include updating the PerformanceMonitor entries and checking various “state”
variables for VSP changes.
Each time the complete 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker task is called, the Tracker task acts as a
serverto the 9-PAC Output task client. The 9-PAC Tracker task buffers all correlated radar-only
reports corresponding to stabletracks, and at the end of the task, sendsthem to the 9-PAC Output
task. Uncorrelated radar-only reports that do not initiate new 9-PAC tracks are output as a
feedback from the Tracker to the 9-PAC C&I. (Note: this feedback is used by the C&I to
indicate which reports the tracker ignored as clutter. This assistsC&I in properly maintaining its
clutter maps. The correlated radar reports are also fed back to the C&I, which uses them in
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maintaining its CFAR maps.) The 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker output occurs approximately once
every 64 ACPs. In addition, Performance Monitors which are updated each time the complete
Tracker task is called are output in the same manner to the Output task client, but only once per
scan.
5.3

TRACKER PROCESS

The discussion of the specific 9-PAC Phase II Tracker task algorithms follows and is
accompanied by flowcharts depicting the main Tracker functions. The functions listed by the
flowcharts and referred to in this discussion do not necessarily correspondto actual C program
functions or subroutines. They are basic tracking functions necessaryto achieve the desired
tracker performance.
The 9-PAC Phase II Tracker architecture is similar to the original ASR-9 Tracker
architecture, the earlier 9-PAC prototype Phase II Tracker [7], and most other tracker
architectures. The Tracker cycles through four basic processes: report-tra&k association
(determining which reports are candidates for updating a track), report-track correlation
(determining which of the associatingreports is the best report for a track), track update (given
the correlated report, predicting where the track will be on the next scan), and track initiation
(determining which left-over reports could be new tracks). This basic flow is depicted in Figure
4.
The four basic Tracker functions, associate,correlate, update, and initiate, and their subfunctions are listed below in their respective hierarchy. Each function is accompanied by a
flowchart. Some sub-functions have additional flowcharts with further detail; these subfunctions are indicated by a shadowed box in the flowchart. Not surprisingly, some subfunctions are called from more than one function. These sub-functions are only detailed and
charted the first time they are called. These are the functions and sub-functions charted in the
Sections 5.3.1 through 5.3.4.
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9-PAC Tracker
1. Associate Tracks
--- Linearity Test
2. Correlate Tracks
--- Possibly Correlate
------ Beacon Split
------ Compute Score
--------- Doppler Agreement Test
------ Conflict Resolution
--------- Compute Score
------------ Doppler Agreement Test
--------- Build Association Matrix
------------ Compute Score
--------------- Doppler Agreement Test
--------- Modified Munkres Algorithm
------_e--__Mak p&
--m------ M&p&--- Ready to Correlate
------ Beacon Split
------ Conflict Resolution
--------- Compute Score
------------ Doppler Agreement Test
--------- Build Association Matrix
------------ Compute Score
--------------- Doppler Agreement Test
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-_---___-M&p&------ Mark Pair
3. Update Tracks
--- Track Coast
------ Compute Association Boxes
--- Track Update
------ Determine Gains
------ Update Predictions
------ Compute Velocity
------ Set Track Type
------ Check Minimum Distance
------ Update Track State
------ Compute Association Boxes
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* 4. Initiate Tracks
--- Beacon Initiation
--- Radar Initiation
--- Compute Association Boxes
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5.3.1 Associate Tracks
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Tracker
Linearity Test
The Associate Tracks process determines which reports are candidates for updating
which tracks. If a report is a candidate for updating a specific track, the pair are
considered associated.

The 9-PAC report-track association process determines which reports are possible
candidates for updating which tracks. If a report and a track are considereda possible match, the
pair are said to be associated. The best report for a given track is subsequentlychosenfrom the
associatedreports for correlation. As reports are received from the server/client channel,they are
compared to each track on the active track list, and all associationsare marked. (The processes
for report-to-track association and discrete beacon association are shown in the flowcharts in
Figures 5 and 6.)
The total number of associationsfor a single track or a single report is limited to six. In a
typical environment, more than 90% of the reports and tracks only have one association. The
limit of six is rarely hit, and even then it is due to a system anomaly and a severe clutter
breakthrough. If the number of associationslimit is hit, no more associationsare allowed and it
is assumedthat with the severeclutter, the chancesof a greatly superior association is small and
not worth the heavy processing load that would be encumbered.
The main criteria for report-track association in the 9-PAC is location. Two association
zones are defined for most tracks: zone 0 representsthe predicted track position plus room for
system errors; zone 1 encompasseszone 0 plus adds room for a maneuveringtrack. A report can
associatewith a track via zone 0 or zone 1. In addition to the location criteria defined by zone 0
and zone 1, there are additional criteria for report-track association. Theseare discussedbelow.
If the report is a radar-only target report, the candidatereport-track match must meet each
of the following conditions in order to associate:
(1)

The report’s “maintenance score” (derived from its radar quality, confidence, and
range via a table of VSPs) must be greater than 0. Reportswhose maintenancescore
is 0 are quite likely to be clutter and will not be allowed to associate.

(2)

The number of consecutive scans of missed radar or radar-reinforced beacon
correlations for the candidatetrack must be less than the VSP value NSC-ASSOC.

(3)

If the candidate track is radar-only, the report’s RTQC (“Real Time Quality
Control” test target) statemust match the track’s RTQC state. This condition forces
RTQC reports to associateonly with RTQC tracks.

(4)

If the track has not seena positional “fixup” in the last 2 scans(see the description
of track update for radar (Section 5.3.3.1) for the “fixup” algorithm), then the
association linearity test described in Section 5.3.1.1 must be passed.The purpose
of the linearity test is to assurethe reports contributing to the track are moving in a
manner reasonablefor an aircraft.

If the report is either beacon-only or radar-reinforcedbeaconand does not have a discrete
Mode 3/A beacon code, the candidate report-track match must meet each of the following
conditions in order to associate:
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The report must lie within zone 1 of the track.
(1) If the report is beacon-only,then the number of consecutive scansof missed beacon
or radar-reinforced beaconcorrelations for the candidate track must be less than the
VSP value NSC-ASSOC.
(2) If the candidatetrack is beacon-only or radar-reinforced beacon, the report’s RTQC
(“Real Time Quahty Control” test target) statemust match the track’s RTQC state.
This condition forces RTQC reports to associateonly with RTQC tracks.
If the report is either beacon-only or radar-reinforcedbeacon and has a discrete Mode 3/A
code, then additional special association testing is performed. (These tests are derived from
Reference [7].) Discrete Mode 3/A codes are issued by ATC to individual aircraft in coverage,
so it is unlikely that a report with such a discrete code is not the proper match for a track with a
matching discrete code. The special processinghere allows the 9-PAC PhaseII tracker to follow
more violent maneuversthat could causethe report position to fall outside of the track’s zone 1
(sized for modest maneuvers). The following conditions must be met for discrete code
associations:
The candidatetrack must be beacon-only or radar-reinforcedbeacontype
(1) The discrete Mode 3/A code of the candidatetrack must exactly match the discrete
Mode 3/A code of the report.
(2) The difference in range between the report and the candidate track’s predicted
position must be less than or equal to 2 nautical miles. This is a consistency-check
for caseswhere aircraft codesare assignedin error, reflections, etc.
(3) The difference in azimuth between the report and the candidate track’s predicted
position must be less than or equal to 4 degrees. This is a consistency-checkfor
caseswhere aircraft codesare assignedin error, reflections, etc.
(4) The altitude of the report and the candidate track must pass the Altitude-Zone
Scoring test describedbelow. Altitude zone scores0 and 1 pass,zone scoresgreater
than 1 fail. This is a consistency-checkfor caseswhere aircraft codes are assigned
in error, reflections, etc.
If any of the discrete Mode 3/A tests describedabove fail, then the tests for non-discrete
beacon associationsare applied as describedpreviously. If all the criteria for association are met
(radar-only, non-discretebeacon, or discrete beacon),the association is marked: counters in the
report and track structuresare incremented, and pointers are set from the report to the track and
vice versa. In addition, if the report and track have matching discrete codes, a special flag is set
indicating a discrete association.
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The zone scoring for Mode C altitudes is based on the altitude type of the beacon report
and the track. A “‘high validity” altitude is defined to have a validity value 2 3. A “low validity”
altitude has a validity value < 3. Altitude types are derived from the report or track’s Mode C
altitude and validity values and are defined as follows:
0-noModeC
1 - low-validity brackets-only
2 - high-validity brackets-only
3 - low-validity flight level
4 - high-validity flight level
The zone score for Mode C altitudes is defined in the table below as a function of the
altitude types for the report and track. Where a number appearsin the table, this indicates the
altitude zone score value. Where a capital letter appearsin the table, this indicates a processing
function described below the table.

Track Altitude
Tvoe
0
1
2

0

ReDort Altitude Tvue
1
2
3

0
1
1

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
2
2

1
2
3

3
4

1
1

2
2

2
3

A
A

A
B

4

Test A converts the Mode C altitudes back to 12-bit Gray codes and masks out the
3 octal ‘c’ bits. The number of bit differences between the masked Gray codes is
computed. If the number of bit differences is 51 then the altitude zone score is 1.
If the number of bit differences is <_3 then the altitude zone score is 2. If the
number of bit differences is > 3, the altitude zone scoreis set to 3.
Test B computes the absolute value of the difference between the two Mode C
altitude levels. If this difference is 15 (500 feet), the altitude zone score is set to
0. Otherwise, continue as in test A above.
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VELOCITY REASONABLENESS TEST
An additional association qualification test is currently under consideration for
incorporation into the 9-PAC Phase II tracker. The velocity reasonablenesstest (derived from
[6]) is intended to eliminate certain radar-only target-to-track associations based on their
geometry. Even though the current scanradar-only report lies within the track’s outer association
box and passesthe association linearity test (section 5.3.1.l), it is still possible that it would
require an “unreasonable” velocity changefor an aircraft representedby the track to have reached
the target report position on the current scan. These are the association cases that the velocity
reasonablenesstest seeksto eliminate.
The velocity reasonablenesstest cannot be applied when the radar-only track and target
are very close to the sensor. This is due to the lack of altitude information making it too
inaccurate to assumethat the measuredslant ranges are equivalent to the actual ground ranges.
Also, the assumption that the radial and tangential components of velocity are nearly
perpendicular does not hold for short ranges.Hence, if the track’s predicted range for this scan is
inside two nautical miles, then the velocity reasonablenesstest is assumedto pass.
The velocity reasonablenesstest does not eliminate any association that lies within the
track’s inner association box. Since the inner box is sized for expectedmeasurementerror for a
straight track, all points within it are equally likely for an aircraft flying straight. No location
within the inner box can be eliminated as “unreasonable.”
The velocity reasonablenesstest defines several vectors, as shown in the figure below.
Vector 1 goes from the last known track position (i.e., last correlated report) to the proposed
radar-only associating target report position on the current scan. Vector 3 goes from the last
known track position (i.e., last correlated report) to the predicted track position on the current
scan.Vector g is the sensor’s 2-sigma measurementerror vector (depicted as a rectangular box
around the predicted track position in the figure). All these vectors have a radial and a tangential
component. The tangential component is convertedinto distance units so that it is commensurate
with the radial component. The scalar “f” is defined to be the track’s firmness - i.e., the number
of scansbetween the last correlation to the track and the current scan.
Current Scan
Target Report
Track’s Predicted
Position with
Esigma
Error Box

Previous Correlated
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The velocity reasonablenesstest is composedof two components:a magnitude test and an
angle test. Both component tests must pass in order for the velocity to be declared reasonable.
The magnitude of a vector gives its scalar length and is denoted “II jj”. The following equation
defines the magnitude of a vector in terms of its radial and tangential components.
11p II = square-root(V,2+ V:>
The magnitude component of the velocity reasonablenesstest is passed if the change in
track speed required to get from the track to the report position is less than or equal to a
parameter value (nominally 1.25 - a speed change of up to 25% is deemed reasonable).The
following equation defines the magnitude test:

The angle component of the velocity reasonablenesstest seeks to compute the angle
between the p and W vectors (i.e., a measureof the change in direction required for the track to
turn to the report position). In order to simplify the math, the angle test actually computes the
cosine of the angle rather than the angle itself. The following equation defines the cosine of the
angle betweenthe two vectors:
13

=

(v

l

339/ ( II41II * IIw II)

where the dot product of two vectors given in terms of their radial and tangential componentsis
defined as:

The angle test is passedif the angle betweenthe vectors is sufFiciently small (which implies that
the angle cosine S is near one), i.e.,
D&(f-l)*param
where the “parameter” is chosen to be the reciprocal of the number of consecutive track coasts
allowed before a track is dropped (i.e., l/3). This formula allows up to a 90 degreeangle between
the vectors for a consistenttrack. (For no coasts(f = l), the equation reduces to D 2 0.) A larger
angle is permitted if the track is coasting (f > 1). This test prevents a “double back” condition
from associating.
The angle test is not attempted, however, in those caseswhere measurement uncertainty
in either the radial or tangential direction is greaterthan the track’s velocity in that coordinate. In
either case,the track’s heading could be in error by more than 90 degrees,thus invalidating the
angle test. Hence, if either
(1) Track’s radial velocity (in per-scanunits) < Er, or
(2) Track’s tangential velocity (in per-scanunits) < E
then the angle componentof the velocity reasonablenesstest is assumedto passby default.
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5.3.1.1
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Line&y

Associate Tracks
The linearity test determines whether the reports contributing to a track lie in a path
consistent with a real aircraft.

The linearity test usesthe track history and computesthe deviation of a middle report in a
series of reports on a given track from the expected position. The deviation from the expected
position is comparedto the expected systemerrors. In general,if the measured deviation differs
by more than a predetermined number of standard deviations, the report and track fail the
linearity test. A more detailed description of the test follows.
The track under consideration has been updated the last three scansby reports received at
times t-3, t-2, and t-l. The range and azimuth of these reports has been saved along with the
number of misses between these updatesin the track. The report under consideration has been
received on this scanat time t. The linearity test usesthe three tracked reports, t-3, t-2, t-l, and
the candidate report t, along with the miss history to determine if the candidate report t, really
belongs with this track.
The association linearity test is only applied to the potential association of a radar-only
target report with a radar-only track. (Beacon and radar-reinforced beacon associations can use
Mode 3/A code and Mode C altitude comparisons to avoid false correlation decisions, while
radar-only associationsmust depend primarily on positional tests, such as this one.) The basic
design of the association linearity test involves the computation of the deviation in position
(range and azimuth) of a middle report in a time-ordered sequenceof reports from the expected
position. The linearity test passes if the deviation is within a parametric number of sensor
measurementerror standard deviations (determined from the sensor’s measurementerror sigma
VSPs and the linearity-test multiplier VSPs in range and azimuth coordinates).
The first step in the linearity test computes a straight line between the position of the
potential association report on this scan t and the second previously-correlated report from the
track t-2. The range and azimuth of the point along the line correspondingto the time of the scan
of the most-recently-correlatedreport from the track t-l is linearly interpolated. If the absolute
difference in range and azimuth between the interpolated point on the line at the time of the scan
t-l and the actual position of the correlatedreport on the track at scan t-l is less than or equal to
the parametric sensormeasurement error tolerance, the association linearity test passes. If the
differences do not both meet the measurementtolerances and the track does not have three
previously-correlated reports (e.g., the report just initiated as an early initiation using only 2
reports), the linearity test fails. Otherwise, one of two additional tests is performed. Which
additional test is used depends on whether the first test failed in the range coordinate. (Range
measurementsare assumedto be more accuratethan azimuth measurements.)
If the first step in the associationlinearity test succeededin the range direction (but not in
the azimuth direction) and the track has had at least three previous-scan correlated reports, a
secondlinearity testing step is performed (to account for a possibly erroneous correlation to the
track on a prior scan).The secondlinearity test step computesa straight line between the position
of the potential association report on this scan t and the third previously-correlated report from
the track t-3. The range and azimuth of the point along the line corresponding to the time of the
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scan of the secondmost-recently-correlatedreport from the track t-2 is linearly interpolated. If
the absolute difference in range and azimuth between the computed point on the line at the time
of the scan t-2 and the actual position of the correlated report on the track at scan t-2 is less than
or equal to the parametric sensor measurement error tolerance, the association linearity test
passes- otherwise, the associationlinearity test fails.
If the first step in the associationlinearity test failed in the range direction and the track
has had at least three previous-scancorrelatedreports, a secondlinearity testing step is performed
(to account for a possibly bad azimuth in one of the reports). The second linearity test step
computes a straight line betweenthe position of the most-recentcorrelated report on the track on
this scan t-l and the third previously-correlatedreport from the track t-3. The range and azimuth
of the point along the line correspondingto the time of the scan of the second-most-recentlycorrelated report from the track t-2 is linearly interpolated. If the absolute difference in range and
azimuth betweenthe computed point on the line at the time of the scant-l and the actual position
of the correlated report on the track at scan t-2 is less than or equal to one half of the parametric
sensor measurement error tolerance, the association linearity test passes - otherwise, the
associationlinearity test fails.
Note that a special-caselinearity test is employed for radar reports with ranges less than
or equal to 1 nautical mile. Problems with the geometry of range-azimuth tracking (radar reports
lack altitudes and, hence, cannot be accurately converted to x-y coordinates) and aircraft
accelerating during takeoff from runways near the radar make it difficult to perform the linearity
tests correctly for such short range targets. If the radar report association (range 5 1 nautical
mile) is within the inner association box of the track (sized for expected measurement errors),
then the linearity test result is defaulted to “pass.” This prevents problems with the linearity
testing from disallowing proper radar-only associationsfor “close in” aircraft. It is assumedthat
any clutter reports that are associatedby this special test will be sorted out in the correlation
process.
An additional special-caseis applied if the input radar-only report has confidence=4. The
range and azimuth thresholds are reduced by the factor 0.85 for these reports, since radar
confidence=4 reports are suspectedto be clutter.
This processis shown in Figure 7.
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5.3.2 Correlate Tracks
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Track
Ready to Correlate
Possibly Correlate
Steps through the track list and determines if a track is ready for correlation,
possibly ready for correlation, or not ready for correlation.

Correlation of tracks is the determination of which report-track association is the best,
and marking that association as a correlated pair. Ideally, the determination would not be made
until all possible associationshave been made for that track, and all possible associations have
been made for all of the associating reports, and all associations have been made for all of the
associatingreports’ associatingtracks, and so on. Also, ideally, the determination would be made
as soon as the correct report was received. However, these two ideals are counter to each other
and tradeoffs must be made. This is accomplishedby considering each track as possibly ready
for correlation as soon as the position of the expectedreport is passed. If certain conditions are
met, correlation is performed early. If the conditions are not met, correlation is delayed. After
all possible associations should have been received for a given track, the track is considered
ready for correlation. At this point a correlation is made if possible. The process is explained in
greaterdetail below.
Each track on the active track list is consideredone at a time. First, it is confirmed the
track has not already been marked for correlation. (It is possible that a track could already have
been marked, e.g., if it had multiple associationsof which at least one was shared with a track
earlier in the list.) If the track has already been marked, it needsno further correlation processing
and the next track on the list is considered.
Given that a track is not correlated, a check is made between the antenna position, the
predicted azimuth position, and the maximum associationbox azimuth. If the antenna position
has not yet reachedthe predicted position, no correlation attempt is made; chancesare good the
best association has yet to be found. If the antennaposition has passedthe predicted azimuth
position, it is considered possibly ready for correlation; the best association may have been
found, but all associationsprobably have not been found. If the antennaposition is more than 4
sectors (4” 128 ACPs) beyond the maximum association box azimuth, or more than 4 sectors
(4” 128 ACPs) beyond the track’s predicted azimuth, the track is consideredready for correlation.
The details for Possibly Correlate and Ready to Correlate are in Sections 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2.
Note that ifthe 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker is operating in conjunction with a Mode S sensor,
there may be additional delays involved with the processing of reports. To account for these
delays, an additional 3 sectors(3*128 ACPs) of delay is allowed before the track is considered
ready for correlation.
This processis shown in Figure 8.
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5.3.2.I
Called by:
Calls:

Purpose:

Possibly Correlate

Correlate Tracks
Beacon Split
Compute Score
Conflict Resolution
Mark Pair
Determines if a track should be correlated early. If a single very good association
exists, correlation is performed early. If there are multiple associations or no
outstanding associations, correlation is delayed.

A track is considered a possible candidate for correlation if the antenna position has
passedthe predicted azimuth position, but has not passedthe maximum associationbox azimuth.
In a typical ASR-9 environment, more than 90% of the reports and tracks have only one
association. Given this information, it is likely that the best, and most likely only, association
has already been made since the predicted position has been passed If this is truly the case,then
the associatedpair should be consideredfor early correlation. This processis shown in Figure 9.
The first step before determining whether a track should be correlated early, is to assure
there are not multiple discrete associationsdue to a beacon split. A discrete association is the
association of a beacon report with a discrete Mode 3/A code to a track with an identical Mode
3/A code. If there are multiple discrete associations,a special function to handle beaconsplits is
called. This function is detailed in Section 5.3.2.3.
If the track of interest has a one-to-one association with a report, a measurementof the
quality of the association is made. A numeric score, which is essentially a multidimensional
distance, is computed. If this score falls below a predetermined threshold, the association is
acceptedfor early report-to-track correlation. The details for computing this score are discussed
in Section 5.3.2.4. The score threshold for a radar-only report associationrequires an inner-zone
position (within measurementerror) and Doppler agreement. The score threshold for a beacononly or radar-reinforcedbeacon associationalso requires an inner-zone position.
If the track has only one associatingreport, but the report has more than one associating
track, it is assumedthe track is near a clutter area, or a crossing aircraft situation is occurring, or
some other atypical situation. It is best in this situation to allow all available inhormation to be
gathered before making a correlation decision. The track of interest is returned to the list and
correlation will be attempted after the maximum associationbox azimuth has been passedand all
possible associatingreports have been gathered.
It is possible that a single track has multiple associations, but only one is a discrete
association: the track’s discrete code matches a report’s discrete code. If this is the case, it is
most likely that the discrete association is the best association,and the other associationsare due
to surrounding clutter. To avoid unnecessarily delaying the output due to the non-discrete
association(s), this track and its multiple associating reports are immediately sent to Conflict
Resolution. Conflict Resolution is a method for determining the best correlations given a
number of crossassociatingtracks and reports. This function is detailed in Section 5.3.2.6.
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Figure 9. Possibly correlate.
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Yes

Beacon Split

5.3.2.2
Called by:
Calls:

Purpose:

Ready To Correlate

Correlate Tracks
Beacon Split
Conflict Resolution
Mark Pair
Attempts to correlate a report and track.

If the antennaposition has passedthe maximum association box azimuth, all candidate
reports will have been received and associated(assuming no unusual system delay or overload
problem). At this point, it is time to correlate the track to the best associating report. This
process is shown in Figure 10.
As with the Possibly Correlate testing, the first step is to assurethere are not multiple
discrete associationsfor a discrete track. This would be causedby beacon splits, and a special
Beacon Split function is called to handle this situation. The details of the Beacon Split function
are discussedin Section 5.3.2.3.
If the track of interest has a one-to-one association with a report, the pair should be
correlated. No further testing is necessary.
If the track has no associatingreports, the track is marked for coasting. No further testing
is necessary.
If the track has more than one associatingreport, or if there is just one associating report,
but it has more than one associating track, the Conflict Resolution function is called. Conflict
Resolution is a method for determining the best correlations given a number of cross associating
reports and tracks. It is detailed in Section 5.3.2.6.
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Mark Coast

5.3.2.3
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

BeaconSplit

Possibly Correlate
Ready to Correlate
Handle discrete beacon splits.

Beacon splits (multiple beacon reports from the same aircraft on the same scan) can be
due to azimuth or range splits which are typically environment induced, or due to a faulty
transponder. Most beacon splits result in poor azimuth or poor range position for both reports.
Regardlessof the causeof the split, it is important to updatethe track in a reasonablemanner and
to avoid initializing additional discretetracks with the extra split beaconreports.
The 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker handles discrete beacon split cases(multiple discrete Mode
3/A code beacon or radar-reinforced beacon associations to a single discrete Mode 3/A code
beacon or radar-reinforced beacon track) by selecting the “best” association using the beacon
scoring algorithms from Section 5.3.2.4 below (in a similar manner to how other “conflict
situations” are handled, see Section 5.3.2.6 below). Since the beacon scoring algorithms
consider many other factors besidesMode 3/A code agreement(position, altitude, etc.), they are
likely to find the proper report from the set of associationsto correlate with the track. All the
other associatedbeacon reports which failed to correlate with the track are marked so that they
cannot initiate new tracks.
It is possible that one or more of the discrete Mode 3/A code beacon reports discretely
associatedto the given track might also be associatedto other tracks. These other associations
might also be discrete (somehow, multiple tracks with the same code got into the system). To
resolve this situation, the 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker attemptsto find the most mature track from the
set of associatedtracks that has a unique discrete report association and has not yet correlated or
coastedon this scan. If such a track is found, this track alone gets its discrete correlation. (This
process makes it more likely that the other, probably spurious, discrete tracks will coast and
subsequentlydrop.) If such a track cannot be found, the default conflict-resolution processing
from Section 5.3.2.6 is used.
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5.3.2.4
Called by:

Compute Score

Possibly Correlate
Ready to Coirelate
Conflict Resolution
Build Association Matrix
Doppler Agreement Test
Compute a numerical association measure relating a given report to a given track.

Calls:
Purpose:

The association measure score is a measureof the quality of the association between a
track and report. It is a function of many different report and track fields in addition to the true
distancebetween the report’s position and the track’s predicted position. It is essentially a multidimensional distance; the lower the total score,the better the association.This process is shown
inFigure 11.
The score is actually computed by performing a series of nine sub-tests and-assigning
higher test sub-scoresfor less than ideal results. Each sub-scoreis defined as an octal “digit” of
the total score - hence,each sub-scoreis a value between 0 and 7. The concatenationof the digit
values for each of the sub-scores forms the total score. The use of digit concatenation
automatically weights the contributions of the sub-tests to the overall association score (i.e.
higher-order sub-scoredigits are more significant than lower-order digits).
There are actually two separatescoring processes:one for radar-only and a second for
beacon cases. The radar-only path is used when either the track or report is radar-only (and has
no beacon data available with which to perform the beacon tests). If both the track and report
have beacon data available, then the beaconpath is used, since the presenceof Mode 3/A codes
and Mode C altitudes make it easier to pick the correct report-track association. Note that the
high-order digit of the radar-only scoring is set in such a way that the best radar-only score
(report in the inner track association box) is commensuratewith the beacon score for an outer
zone/code disagreecase. This is done to bias the scoring so that a beacon-supportedtrack with a
choice between a radar-only association (that might be clutter) and a reasonable beacon
association (even if it is in the outer associationzone) will choosethe beaconassociation.
The association score is broken down into two component parts. The high-order seven
octal “digits” of the score are always computed. The low-order two octal “digits” of the score
(termed the “deviation score”) are used only as tie-breakers when the high-order digits fail to
resolve a conflict case. The “deviation score” (described below) requires a fair amount of
computation, and is rarely needed in practice. Hence,it is normally omitted (its two digits of the
total score defaulted to 0). The deviation scoreis only computed when necessary.
Computation of the Radar-Onlv Score. - Whenever the report or the track is radar-only the
association score digits are computed as follows.
Digit
8

Decision Item

Value

inner associationzone

3

outer associationzone

6
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Note: the choice of values (3,6) is made so that an inner-zone radar-only report can compete
against an outer-zone, Mode 3/A code-disagreebeacon report. A zone-2 radar-only report will
lose to any beaconassociation.
Digit

Decision Item

7,695

scaledpositional scoring (total of 9 bits)

Value

S = 4 * sqrt[(Ao/Api1,&2+(AWA@i*rn&2]
where the A quantities are the differences betweenthe track and
target.
The value Ap.llmaxis the radar range sigma VSP and AO.ilmaxis the radar azimuth sigma VSP.
The value of ‘S’ is limited to a maximum value of 511 (9 bits = 127 sigma) and rounded to the
nearest integer. The scaling of the Mahalanobis-distance measure (i.e., the distance in radar
sigma units) into quarter-sigma units accountsfor the difference in actual distance in the range
and azimuth directions. The scaling of the distance measure also accounts for the radar’s
measurementaccuracyof the reports.
Digit
4

Decision Item

Value

report-track Doppler agreement

0

report-track Doppler disagreement

1

The Doppler test is describedin Section 5.3.2 5 below. Note: if the report’s azimuth degradeflag
is set, if the report’s confidence is less than 3, or if the report’s quality is less than 2, the Doppler
agreementtest fails by default.
Digit
3

Decision Item

Value

track mature (> 7 scans),not coasting

0

track mature (> 7 scans),coasting

1

track immature (4-7 scans),not coasting

2

track immature (4-7 scans),coasting

3

track new (5 3 scans),not coasting

4

track new (5 3 scans),coasting

5

Note: a radar track with 3 or fewer update scansis considered “new.” A track with 4 to 7 update
scansis considered “immature.” A track with more than 7 update scansis “mature.” This test
biasesthe scoring toward mature tracks that have had recent updates(not coasting).
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Digit 2 is composed of the sum of two factors. The first factor involves the report and
track radar confidence, while the secondfactor involves the report and track radar quality. The
total digit sum rangesfrom 0 to 5.
Digit
2

Decision Item

Value

report and track confidence

0

report confidence2 3, track confidence< 3

1

report confidence < 3, track confidence> 3

2

report confidence < 3

3
.

2+

report and track quality both = 3

+o

report and track quality both < 3

+l

report or track, but not both, quality = 3

t-2
,

Digit

Decision Item

091

reservedfor deviation score

Value

Computation of the Beacon Ouality Score. - Whenever neither the report nor the track are
radar-only, the association score digits are computed as follows.
Digit
8

Decision Item

Value

inner associationzone, Mode 3/A codesagree

0

outer associationzone, Mode 3/A codesagree

1

inner associationzone, Mode 3/A codesdisagree

2

inner associationzone, Mode 3/A codesdisagree

3

none of the aboveconditions

4

Note: Mode 3/A codes “agree” if there are fewer than 2 bit differences in the 12 code bits of the
report and track.
Digit
7

Decision Item

Value

report & track Mode 3/A agree,both validity = 3

0

report & track Mode 3/A agree,both validity > 0
(either validity # 3)

1
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.

report & track Mode 3/A agree,either validity = 0
report & track Mode 3/A, modest agreement
report & track Mode 3/A disagree,transition,
(either validity # 3)
report & track Mode 3/A disagree,transition,
(both validity = 3)

5

report & track Mode 3/A disagree,no-transition,
(either validity # 3)

6

report & track Mode 3/A disagree,no-transition,
(both validity = 3)

7

Note: “agree” is defined as an exact bit-match between the Mode 3/A codes of the report and
track. “Modest” agreement is defined as just 1 bit difference. Disagreement is defined as more
than 1 bit difference. “Transition” refers to the track code changing condition (see Section
5.3.3.5).
Mode C altitude agreement between report and track

Digit 6:

Each report or track’s Mode C altitude can be in one of 5 possible statesas follows:
(1) No Mode C
(2) Brackets only (validity < 3)
(3) Brackets only (validity = 3)
(4) Flight level (validity < 3)
(5) Flight level (validity = 3)
The procedure for determining the value for digit 6 of the beaconassociation scoreis defined in
the following table as a function of the altitude states of the report and track respectively.
Wherever a number appearsin the table, this is the value of the association scoredigit. Wherever
a letter (in boldface type) appearsin the table, this refers to the algorithm for computing the digit
for this case(seethe notes below the table). This algorithm is derived from Reference[7].
Report Altitude State:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0
4

4
0

4
0

4

4
A

4
4
4

0
A
A

0
3
3

Track Alt. Tvoe
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)
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A
3
B
B

3
B
C

(A): Convert the report and track altitudes to 1Zbit Gray code bits. Compute the number
of bit differences betweenthe altitudes, after masking out the 3 ‘C’ bits of each altitude. If
the number of bit differencesis < 1 then the score digit is set to 1, else it is set to 3.
(B) Convert the report and track altitudes to 1Zbit Gray code bits. Compute the number
of bit differences betweenthe altitudes, after masking out the 3 ‘c’ bits of each altitude. If
the number of bit differences is 5 1 then the score digit is set to 1. If the number of bit
differences is 2 or 3 then the scoredigit is set to 5, else it is set to 6.
(C): Compute the absolute value of the difference between the report and track altitudes.
If the absolute difference IAh] is > 10 flight levels (1000 feet), perform the processingfor
case (FQabove. (An altitude difference of more than 1000 feet is assumed to be due to
altitude bit error(s).) If the absolute difference ]Ahl is < 5 flight levels (500 feet), the score
digit is set to 0. (A difference of 500 feet or less is assumedto be caused by normal
aircraft maneuvering.) .Otherwise (if the absolute difference [AhI is between 6 and 10
- flight levels), the scoredigit is set to ([lull- 5).
Digit
5

Decision Item

Value

track mature (2 5 scans),not coasting
track mature (2 5 scans),coasting

0
j^

1

track immature (< 5 scans),not coasting

2

track immature (< 5 scans),coasting

3

Note: a beacon track with fewer than 5 update scansis considered“immature.” A track with 5 or
more update scansis “mature.” This test biasesthe scoring toward mature tracks that have had
recent updates(not coasting).
-Digit
4

Decision Item

Value

report Doppler valuesthat agreewith track range-rate

0

report lacks Doppler values

1

report Doppler values disagreewith track range-rate

2

The Doppler test is describedin Section 5.3.2.5 below. Note: if the report’s azimuth degradeflag
is set, if the report’s confidence is less than 3, or if the report’s quality is less than 2, the Doppler
agreementtest fails.
Digit
2,3

Decision Item

Value

scaledpositional scoring
S = 4 * sqrt[(Ap/Ap&ax>2+(AWA@ lmax)2]
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where the A quantities are the differences between the track and
target.
The value A$ maxis the radar range sigma VSP and Aal,,
is the radar azimuth sigma VSP.
The value of ‘S’ is limited to a maximum value of 63 (6 bits = 15 sigma) and rounded to the
nearest integer. The scaling of the Mahalanobis-distance measure (the distance between the
report and the track in terms of radar sigma) into quarter-sigma units accounts for the difference
in actual distance in the range and azimuth directions. The scaling also accounts for the
measurementaccuracyof the reports.
Digit
091

Decision Item

Value

reservedfor deviation score

Computation of Deviation Score. - The deviation score algorithm provides a measure of the
likelihood that an aircraft under track could be at the position of an associatedtarget report.
Deviation scoring augmentsthe positional scoring algorithm (digits 2-3 in beaconquality scoring :
or digits 5-7 in radar quality scoring) to break potential ties in the overall report-to-track scoring
process. The track association zones are rectangles in range-azimuth coordinates, but all
locations within an association zone are not equally likely. Aircraft speedchangesfrom one scan
to the next are uncommon, and nearly all apparent changesin aircraft velocity are due to turns.
Hence, deviation scoring determines whether a reasonableaircraft turn over the last scan could
deflect the aircraft track to the associatedtarget report position. (This algorithm is derived in
Reference [7] .)
Deviation scoring is based on the calculation of two vectors: D and T. The vector D
representsthe deviation from the track predicted position to the associatedreport position and its
components (in range-azimuth coordinates)are given by:
D range = Arange
D azimuth = track predicted range * Aazimuth
where Arange and Aazimuth give the differences between the track’s predicted position and the
report’s position. The T vector approximatesthe turning locus for the track (the set of currentscan positions that could be reachedby an aircraft undergoing a reasonableturn from the track’s
position last scan). While the turning locus is actually curved, deviation scoring assumesa
straight turning locus for computational ease. A rate of turn defined by the VSP value for
number of aircraft ‘g’s (NG) is assumed,denoted by the symbol “w” (converted to radians/scan
units). (Note: a l-g standard-rateturn is defined as 3 degreesper second.) Define parameters‘A’
and ‘B’ as:
A = (1 - cos(w)) / w
B = 1 - sin(w)/w
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(The values of A and B are precalculated at system initialization.) Also, define the track’s
velocity in the range direction as “rdot” and the track’s velocity in the azimuth direction as
“adot” (in radians/scan). The T vector is divided into a unit-vector parallel to the track’s
direction TI and a unit vector perpendicular to the track’s direction T, . The components of T,
are defined:
Tc

range =

-A * track predicted range * adot

T c azimuth = A * rdot
:.
Similarly, the components of T1are defined:
.

. ..!

.
,I

.

.

.

T1mse= B * rdot
T1azimuth
= B * track predicted range * adot
-,

The magnitude of the project of the deviation vector D along (parallel to) the turning locus vector
T is given by the absolute value of the dot product of the vectors,denoted “C,,“. The magnitude
of the projection of the deviation vector D across(perpendicularto) the turning locus vector T,
denoted“C&r”, is calculated as follows:
dmag2= Drmae2 + Dzimu* 2
Crerp= squareroot(dmag2- Cpar2)
The actual deviation score is then computed as the ratio of Cperpto C,, multiplied by 25 and
convertedto an integer. Deviations due to turns (C&v small) are penalized less than deviations
due to aircraft speed changes(C,, small). An upper bound of 50 is imposed on the deviation
score to avoid problems with numeric overflows. (Note: since the deviation score occupies the
two low-order octal digits in the quality score(6 bits), valuesfrom 0 to 63 would be permissible.)
Resolution of Scoriw Ties. - Since the association score value for a given track-report
association includes a measureof all the available information that the 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker
has on the track and report, there is nothing beyond the associationscoreto use for the extremely
rare case of a tie between multiple associations. The 9-PAC Phase II Tracker utilizes a “firstcome first-served” tie-break strategy.
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5.3.2.5
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Doppler Agreement Test

Compute Score
Determines if,the interpolated Doppler numbers for a report are correct if the report
were to update a certain track.

All radar reportshave one or two interpolated Doppler numbers. Studies have shown that
these Doppler numbers agree vvith the radial velocity of the target more than 85% of the time.
The Doppler Agreement Test assumesthat a report is used to update an existing track and
computes the estimated radial velocity of the track given the new report. A comparison is then
made betweenthe new radial velocity estimateand the report’s interpolated Doppler numbers. If
the numbers agree,the test is passed.The high level basics of the test follows.
An estimate of the range rate of the track is made using the new report as the most recent
update. This estimatedrange rate is used to compute the expectedinterpolated Doppler numbers
for the report. If the actual interpolated Doppler numbers for the new report fall within a defined
area (in Doppler space)around the expected interpolated Doppler numbers, the test is passed.
This area is shown in Figure 12. Numerically, the test is implemented by computing the
differences between the actual and expected interpolated Doppler numbers for both PRFs. Let
these differences be dZand dh for the low and high PRFs, respectively. If the differences satisfy
the following equations,the test is passed.
0.83dh + 14.0 I dl < 0.83dh - 3.0
2.OOdh- 18.75 3 dZ5 2.OOdh- 45.25
If the report only has one interpolated Doppler number (Quality = 0 or 2), the test must be
simplified. An areacan no longer be defined in Doppler space,since the test must be reduced to
one dimension. The simplified test checks to see if the actual interpolated Doppler number is
within 6 units of the corresponding expected interpolated Doppler number. If so, the test is
passed.
7.-~
~_
When the Doppler Agreement Test is called with a.report whose azimuth-degraded flag is
set from the input, indicating that its position centroid is suspectedof being in error, the test will
return a default Doppler failure. If the ‘rangeof the report is suspect,then the range-rate is not
reliable, and potential false-agreementsmay occur. The Doppler Agreement Test also returns a
default Doppler failure for reports whose confidence is less than 3 or whose quality is less than 2.
Again, this is done to reducethe chancesof false-agreements.
.

This processis shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Graphical Doppler Agreement Test. If the differences between the high and low, expected
and measured interpolated Doppler numbersfalls in the shaded region, the test is passed.
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5.3.2.6
Called by:
Calls:

Purpose:

Conflict Resolution

Possibly correlate
Ready to Correlate
Build Association Matrix
Modified Munkres Algorithm
Compute Score
Mark Pair
Determine the best set of correlations given a number of cross associating tracks
and reports.

More than 90% of tracks and reports have a one-to-one association (a track associatesto
just one report, and that one report associatesonly to that one track). In such simple cases,the
best correlation is the same as the only association. However, when any other situation occurs,
Conflict Resolution is called. These other casescan be broken down into three basic groups:
one track and many reports, many tracks and one report, and many tracks and many reports.
Two of the casesare quite similar and have a fairly simple resolution. For one track and
many reports, the associationmeasureis computed for eachpossible pair, and the report with the
lowest associationmeasurescoreis chosento correlate with the track. For many reports and one
track, the same basic process is used. The associationmeasure is computed for each possible
pair, and the track with the lowest association measure score is chosen to correlate with the
report. (The association measure score is essentially a multi-dimensional distance; the smaller
the score,the closer the association.)
The third casewith many tracks and many reports is more complex. It involves building
an associationmatrix which details the cross associationsbetween the tracks and reports. After
the matrix is formed, it needs to be reduced in such a manner as to determine which set of
associationsare the best and should be marked for correlation. A Modified Munkres Algorithm
is used for this matrix reduction. The building and solving of the matrix is detailed in Sections
5.3.2.7 and 5.3.2.8.
Note that the association score process is divided into two components for purposes of
increasingtracker performance. The simpler (faster) part of the score is computed for all conflictresolution cases,while the more-complex (slower) “deviation” part of the scoreis only computed
when there are ties to be resolved.
This processis shown in Figure 14.
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5.3.2.7
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Build Association Matrix

Conflict Resolution
Compute Score
Maps out cross associations between tracks and reports and determines the
association measure score for each.

The association matrix is a matrix of cross associating tracks and reports. The matrix
rows correspondto tracks and the matrix columns correspondto reports. The matrix elements
are the association measure scores for the corresponding tracks and reports. This process is
shown in Figure 15.
The first step in building the association matrix is to initialize the matrix elements. Since
the association measure is essentially a multi-dimensional distance, a low association measure
score correspondsto a close association. Reports and tracks that do not associatewith each other
but are both in the matrix, need a high number in the association matrix to assure there is no
confusion between a null and a perfect association. Hence, the association matrix is initialized
with a high default number, e.g., 9999.
After the association matrix is initialized, the matrix is started with a single track passed
from Conflict Resolution. The track representsa row in the matrix. All reports that associate
with this track are then added to the matrix and represent individual columns. The actual
elementsof the matrix are the associationmeasurescoresrelating the specific tracks and reports.
These scoresare computed and entered in the matrix. An iterative processis then followed to
complete the matrix. For each report that was added to the matrix, a search is made for more
associating tracks (it obviously has at least one associatingtrack, or the report would not have
been added to the matrix in the first place). If there are additional associating tracks, it is
confirmed that they are not already part of the matrix, and then added as new rows. After all the
new reports have been checked for additional associatingtracks, the new tracks are checked for
additional associating reports. As new reports and tracks are added to the matrix, the
corresponding association measure scores are computed and entered. This process continues
until a closed set is formed, that is, there are no more associatingtracks or reports to be added, or
until the matrix has reached the maximum allowable size. This maximum size is currently set to
10 x 10. Au example of the matrix generation processfollows.
Table 2 contains a list of tracks, the number of associationsfor each track, and a list of
the associatingreports for eachtrack. Table 3 is basically the samebut for reports. It has a list of
reports, the number of associating tracks for each report, and a list of the associating tracks for
eachreport.
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Table 2. Example Track and Associating

Reports

Track List

# Assocs.

Assoc. 1

Assoc. 2

Assoc. 3

Track A

2

Report A

Report B

-

Track B

3

Report A

Report B

Track C

1

ReportC

-

Report C
:

Table 3. Example Report and Associating

-

.

Tracks

Report List

# Assocs.

Assoc. 1

Assoc. 2

Assoc. 3

Report A

Track A

Track B

-

Report B

2
2

Track A

Track B

-

Report C

2

Track B

Track C

-
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Assoc. 4

Assoc. 4
-

The first step in building the associationmatrix is to initialize all of the potential matrix elements
to 9999. However, to reduceclutter and increasereadability, this step is not shown here.
(1)

Begin with Track A, the track receivedfrom the calling routine Conflict Resolution.
Track A is the first row in the matrix.

Track A

(2)

Using Table 2, add columns for each associating report: Report A and Report B.
Compute the association measure score as the matrix element. (The association
measurescoresshown are representativescores.)

Track A

(3)

(4)

(5)

Report A

Report B

7

3

Using Table 3, find all tracks which associatewith Report A in column 1: Track A
and Track B. Since Track A is already part of the matrix, only add Track B.
Compute the associationmeasurescore.

Track A

Report A
7

Track B

6

Report B
3

Using Table 3, find all tracks which associatewith Report B in column 2: Track A
and Track B. Both Track A and Track B are part of the matrix so no new rows need
to be added. The association measurescore for Report B and Track B needsto be
computed, however.
Report A

Report B

Track A

7

3

Track B

6

3

All new columns have been checked. Start checking new rows. Using Table 2, fmd
all reports which associate with Track B in row 2: Report A, Report B, and
Report C. Since Report A and Report B are already in the matrix, only one new
column for Report C needsto be added. Compute the associationmeasure score.
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(6)

Report A

Report B

Track A

7

3

Track B

6

3

2

All new rows have been checked. Back to checking new columns (this is an
iterative process). Using Table 3, find all tracks which associatewith Report C:
Track B and Track C. One new row needsto be added for Track C. Compute the
associationmeasurescore.
Report A

Report B

Track A

7

3

Track B

6

3

Report C
2
4

Track C

(7)

Report C

All new columns have been checked. Go back to check new rows. Using Table 2,
find all reports which associatewith Track C: Report C. Since this is already part
of the matrix, no new columns are added. Since all new rows have been checked
and no new columns were added, the iterative processis complete, a closed set has
been found, and the matrix is finished.

Sometimes a large number of cross associations exist and it is not computationally
practical to allow the association matrix to grow without limits. For this reason, the size of the
association matrix is limited by a VSP constant, typically 1Ox10. If the number of crossassociationswould result in a bigger matrix, there is an unusual phenomenon occurring or there
is a very high clutter situation. Regardless,the chancesof finding a significantly better set of
correlations is not large enough to compensatefor the increasedprocessingthat would result.
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Figure 15. Build association matrix.
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Add track to TrkList

5.3.2.8
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Modified Munkres Algorithm

Conflict Resolution
Mark Pair
Reduce the association matr/x to a set of optimal report-track correlations.

After the association matrix is defined, it is necessaryto reduce the matrix in some
manner to define the best set of correlations from the closed set of cross associations. For the 9PAC, the optimal solution has been defined to be the set of correlations with the minimum total
association measure scores. If the association measure score is considered to be a multidimension distance, the desire is to minimize the total distance for a given set of cross
associations.
The method for minimizing the total distance is the Modified Munkres Algorithm (see
flowchart in Figure 16). This method gives the same result as the Munkres Algorithm [5] in
almost all situations, however, it is computationally much simpler. For an mxn rectangular
matrix, the processis started with the lesser dimension. If there are m rows and m<n, rows are
addressedfirst. For an ~LWsquarematrix, tracks (which are rows) are addressedfirst. For each
row the difference is computed between the lowest and the secondlowest score. Boxes with no
associationmeasurescoreare consideredto be a very-large default number like 9999.
Consider the matrix developedin Section 5.3.2.7 and shown again here as part of Table 4.
The last three columns of the table are the second lowest score, the lowest score, and the
difference between the two for each row of the associationmatrix. The computed differences for
this matrix are 4, 1, and 9995. The row with the largest difference is correlatedfirst with its best
associatingcolumn. In this caserow 3 has the largest difference, 9995, so Track C is correlated
with Report C. Note that since Track C only has one associatingreport, by assigning 9999 to all
of the other boxes, it assuredTrack C would be correlated first to its one and only associating
report, assuming all other tracks have more than one association. If more than one track shareda
single report as their only association, this method assuresthat the best track is correlated first
with that report. Track C and Report C are removed from the matrix after being correlated, and
the processis repeatedwith the remaining reports and tracks.
Table 4. Solving an Association

Matrix

Table 5 shows the reduced matrix. Again the last three columns are the second lowest
score,the lowest score,and the difference between them for eachrow. The differences are 4 and
3. The row with the largest difference is row 1, so Track A is correlated with its best report,
Report B. Track A and Report B are removed from the matrix which leavesTrack B and Report
A as shown in Table 6. They are correlated with eachother.
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Table 5. Solving an Association

Track A
Track B

Matrix

Report A

Report B

2”d Low

Low

Diff

7
6

3
3

7
6

3
3

4
3

Table 6. Solving an Association

Matrix

The net effect of this process leaves a total association measure score of (4 for
Track C::Report C) + (3 for Track A::Report B) + (6 for Track B::Report A) = (4 + 3 + 6) = 13.
Inspection shows this is the minimum possible scorepossible given this set of cross associations.
It is the sameanswer obtained with the more complex Munkres Algorithm. Study has shown that
for more complex cross associations,the samegenerally holds true.
The situation of two reports associatedwith two tracks is the most commonly occurring
conflict-resolution case. For optimization of tracker performance, 2-on-2 conflicts are handled as
a special caseof the generalalgorithm. Let Sij denote the associationscorefor report i and track j
in the 2-by-2 association matrix. Then, compute the sums of the scores for the forward and
backward diagonals as indicated below:

sforward = &I

+ s22

Sbachward = s12 + s21

If SfOWzdis less than S&kVmd, then report 1 should correlate with track 1 and report 2 should
, then report 1
correlate with track 2. Alternatively, if Sfomadis greater than or equal to sbacl\vwd
should correlate with track 2 and report 2 should correlate with track 1. Note that if the
association score value for the prospective correlation is the default value (indicated as 9999
here), then no correlation is performed (since the default score indicates that the report and track
did not associate.
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Figure 16. Modified Munkres Algorithm.
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5.3.2.9
Called by:

Calls:
Purpose:

Mark Pair

Possibly Correlate
Ready to Correlate
Beacon Split
Conflict Resolution
Modified Munkres Algorithm
Marks correlation between a report and a track, and removes all other
associations.

When a report and track are correlated to each other, the correlation needsto be flagged
and all associationsto other unusedreports and tracks should be broken. This is accomplished in
the following manner. Each report, which is associatedto the track of interest, has a pointer to
the track. These pointers are removed. Next the pointers from the track of interest to these
reports are removed. Note, the reports had to be handled first or else there would have been no
way to find the reports once their pointers were removed from the track.
The process is repeatedfor the tracks which associatedto the report of interest. After all
of the pointers are removed from the tracks to the report, the pointers from the report to the track
are removed.
Flags are set for the report and the track indicating they have been correlated. Finally, a
special pointer is set from the track to the report to be usedwhen updating the track predictions.
This processis shown in Figure 17.
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5.3.3 Update Tracks
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Track
Track Coast
Track Update
Determines if a report should be updated by a correlating repot-t or coasted.

The Update process(see Figure 18) stepsthrough all of the Active Tracks. If a track has
been marked for coasting, the Track Coast routine is called. If a track has been flagged as
correlated, the Track Update routine is called. If neither has occurred, the track must not be old
enough for update and the next track on the list is considered.

0
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IYes

Track marked
correlated?

)L{

I

No

Figure 18. Update tracks.
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Track Update

b

53.3. I
Called by:
Calls:

Purpose:

Track Update

Update Tracks
Determine Gains
Update Predictions
Compute Velocity
Set Track Type
Check Minimum Distance
Update Track Ftate
Compute Association Boxes
Step through a’ll of the processes necessary to determine the best filter gains and
predict where the track will be on the next scan. Update the various fields of the
track and set feedback/analysis fields in correlating report.

Given a track and a correlating report, a series of steps are followed to determine the
degreeto which the report should affect the track, and where the track is likely to be on the next
scan. First, the new gains are determined (Section 5.3.3.2). The new gains are usedto update the
track predictions (Section 5.3.33). The track velocities are smoothed(Section 5.3.3.4). The track
state is updated according to the state diagram (Section 5.3.3.7). The track’s movement flag is
checked (Section 5.3.3.7). TGe track’s type (radar-only, beacon-only, etc.), Mode 3/A code
fields, and Mode C altitude fields are updated (Section 5.3.3.5). New association boxes are
drawn basedon the new predictions and the track state (Section 5.3.3.8).
If the correlating report has a valid altitude, then the “on the ground” check is performed.
The correlating track must be mature (i.e. more than 10 scansold). If the track altitude is within
200 feet of the sensor’s height VSP, then the track is de&red as ‘%nded.” (See section 5.3.3.7
below for a description of how the results of this processare used.)
The final step of track update is to perform the two “track maintenance” tests. If either of
the tests fail, the track is set to drop immediately (regardlessof its current track state).These tests
determine whether the track copdition is so bad (even though it has found a correlation) that it
would be better to drop the current track and start over by letting a new track initiate.
The scoring test computesthe average“points/scan” value for the track averagedover the
preceding 5 scans. The averageconfidence/quality/Doppler score per scan must be greater than
the VSP “scoring” parameter (fbr tracks whose ground speedis greaterthan or equal to the VSP
“speed criterion”) or greaterthan the VSP ‘%low-speedscoring” parameterfor slower tracks. The
VSP scoring tables for correlation are used. There are “in-close” (track’s range < VSP
ELIG-RANGE) and “far” tables (track’s range > VSP ELIG-RANGE). Note: the score for a
beaconor radar-reinforced beacontrack is defined to be the scorevalue for confidence 3, quality
6, plus Doppler agreement.
The current scan update report must pass linearity (similar test to that for radar track
initiation) if the track is radar-only and has had at least 3 correlations since its initiation. (Note:
this test is currently disabled in the tracker implementation.) The linearity maintenance test
defaults to “pass” for beacon/reinforced beacon tracks and just-initiated radar tracks. The
linearity maintenance test also defaults to “pass” if a “fixup” (see Section 5.3.3.3) has occurred
within the preceding two scans. The linearity maintenancetest is performed by computing the
straight line between the position of the current scan uncorrelated report and the third previous
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c

report that correlated with the track. The position on this line corresponding to the scan of the
second previous report that correlated with the track is linearly interpolated. The linearity test
succeedsif the absolute difference of the interpolated position and the actual position of the
second previous report that correlatedwith the track is less than a parametric number of sensor
measurement standard deviations in range and azimuth. A special-case is applied if the
correlating report is radar-only and has confidence=4. The range and azimuth thresholds are
reduced by the factor 0.85 for thesereports, since radar confidence=4 reports are suspectedto be
clutter.
After all of the update processing has been completed, the track is moved from the
Update list back to the azimuth-orderedGeneral Track-list (assuming that it has not dropped due
to failing one of the track maintenancetests).
This processis shown in Figure 19.
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5.3.3.2
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

.
”

Determine Gains

Track Update
Determine the filter gains ~1,p to be used for the alpha-beta track prediction.

The 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker update uses an alpha-beta smoothing algorithm (see Figure
20). A comparison was made to a Kalman filter tracker, but the alpha-betatracker with variable
gains proved to be more robust and less computationally intensive than the Kalman filter. The
Kalman filter was a better long-term predictor - however, the 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker is a scanscan correlator and is only looking one scan ahead. The improved long-term predictions were
not a significant benefit.
The theory used to set alpha in this tracker is as follows. If the reports used to update a
track are considered to be accurate,the track should become more stable and trustworthy. As the
track becomes more stable and trustworthy, it is beneficial to keep alpha low and the track stiff.
However, if a track is too stiff, it may lose a maneuvering or drifting target. If this happens,it is
beneficial to increasealpha and follow the measureddata more closely.
The original values of alpha and beta are derived f?om the radar confidence and quality
values of the correlating radar report. (Note: the quality value for a beacon-only report is defined
to be 4. The quality value for a radar-reinforced beacon may chooseeither the default beacononly value ‘4’ or the quality of the matching radar report, depending on a flag field value in the
input radar-beacon report. The confidence of a beacon report defaults to 7.) The following
empirically-derived table gives the original alpha values as a function of quality and confidence:
Confidence

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.0

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.0

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.0

0.6
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.6
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0

0.6
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.6
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Quality
0
1
2
3
4
..
.

The following empirically-derived table gives the original beta value as a function of
quality and confidence:
Confidence

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.0

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.0

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.0

0.3
0.7
0.9
0.9
1.0

0.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.0

0.3
0.7
0.9
0.9
1.0

0.3
0.7
0.9
0.9
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Quality
0
1
2
3
4
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NOTE: experiments conducted during the testing of the 9-PAC Phase II tracker at Salt Lake
City suggestedthat the alpha-beta smoothing did not allow su$kient tracker$exibility to follow
high-rate military aircraft maneuvers in radar-only operation. To provide maximum tracker
responsiveness,all the alpha and beta values were changed to I.0 - removing all smoothing
Jiom the tracker and reverting the algorithm to a two-point interpolator.)

If the %zimuth degrade” flag is set in the correlating radar report (indicating a suspect
report position), the alpha value defaults to 0.6 and the beta value defaults to 0.3, regardlessof
the report’s quality and confidence. The default alpha-betavalues are also used if the correlation
procedure was many-on-many (i.e. multiple tracks sharing multiple report associations). The
beta value for a beacon report is reducedfrom 1.0 to 0.7 if the radar is not in Mode S mode and
the runlength of the beacon report is less than 15. (These extra rules relax the tracker so that
“questionable” radar or beaconreports do not causethe track to deviate too much.)
If the correlating report is beacon-only, the track counts a beacon miss -- otherwise the
beacon miss count in the track is reset to zero. Similarly, if the correlating report is radar-only,
the track counts a radar miss -- otherwise the radar miss count in the track is reset to zero. The
track miss counts are used in associationtesting as follows:
(a) A track with > ‘n, radar missescannot associatewith a radar-only report
(b) A track with > ‘n’ beaconmissescannot associatewith a beacon-only report
where ‘n’ is a VSP parameter~~SC~SCANS>. The track’s updated radar quality is set to be the
quality of the correlating report (defaults to 4 for a beacon-only report). Similarly, the track’s
updated radar confidence is set to be the confidence of the correlating report (defaults to 8 for a
beacon-only report).
as a result of some 9-PAC Phase II testing, the beacon and radar miss-count VSPs
have beenset to 300, effectively disabling the miss -count association tests.)
(IVOTE:
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Figure 20. Determine Gains.
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5.3.3.3
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Update Predictions

Track Update
Given filter gains 01,p - update the track predictions.

The track prediction is updated to the next scan’s update time based on previous track
history. The time until the sensorantennawill next seethe aircraft (denoted T) is nominally the
sensor scan time VSP. However, to compute a more-accuratevalue for T when the aircraft is
close to the sensor,the following approximation is used (derived from Reference[7]). Let ‘a&jOt
denote the track’s current azimuthal velocity in radians/scanunits. Assuming that azdot is
constant over the update period:
T= 1 /(l --azdo;/2z)
Note that this approximation (assuming a constant value of a&& can break down for worst-case
maneuvering aircraft very close to the sensor (within 1 nautical mile). However, computing the
exact value of T requires a highly time-consuming iterative process. The 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker
usesthe approximation in all cases. (Note: if wOt=2rc radians/scan,default T=l scan.)
The 9-PAC Phase II Tracker uses a simple alpha-betasmoother in Cartesian coordinates
to smooth and predict track positions and velocities for beaconor radar-reinforcedbeacontracks.
A comparison was made to a Kalman filter tracker, but the alpha-betatracker with variable gains
proved to be more robust and less computationally intensive than the Kalman filter. The Kalman
filter was a better long-term predictor - however, the 9-PAC Phase II Tracker is a scan-scan
correlator and is only looking one scan ahead. The improved long-term predictions were not a
significant benefit. Note that predicted values for beacon track position and velocity in rangeazimuth coordinatesare derived from the predicted Cartesiancoordinates.
The alpha-beta filter gains are determined as described in Section 5.3.3.2 above. The
beacon track predictions and, velocities are updated as shown below. (Note: only the xcoordinate update equations are shown - the y-coordinate equationsare equivalent.) The track’s
“firmness” (number of scansbetween the last track update and the current time) is denoted ‘f .

b

= Xpredicted - xreport

v,=v,-@/fr)Ax
Xsmooth = Xpredicted - 0.h
Xpredicted = &moo& +mx

If the correlating report is radar-only and the beacon (or radar-reinforced beacon) track
has a validated altitude, the track’s altitude is used to re-compute the radar report’s x-y
coordinates prior to prediction. The beacon (or radar-reinforcedbeacon) track’s predicted range
and azimuth values are computed from the x-y predictions and the track’s altitude. Values for
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the track’s radial and azimuthal velocity components are computed as described in Section
5.3.3.4 below.
The first step in the 9-PAC PhaseII radar track update processis a “forgiveness-fixup”
check that the most-recent correlation to this track was correct. This check is a form of linearity
test, intended to repair a prior mistaken correlation to this track. A straight line is interpolated
between the position of the report that was the second-to-the-most-recentcorrelation to this track
and the radar report that is correlated to this track on the current scan. The position on this line at
the scanof the most-recent correlation report is determined. A range-azimuth box is centeredon
this calculated position. The box is sized using parametric VSP multipliers of sensor
measurementstandarddeviations (plus or minus in range and azimuth). If the actual position of
the most-recent correlating report to the track lies within the box, then the correlation is
considered correct. If the actual position of the most-recent correlating report lies outside the
box, then the preceding correlation is declared as an error. The effects of the erroneous
correlation are “fixed” by re-performing the track update as though the previous correlation did
not occur and the track was actually coasted on the most-recent correlation scan. The track
predicted position is recomputed in range and azimuth, as well as resetting the track’s velocity
components in range and azimuth. (Note: this check works in concert with the radar association
linearity test (Section 5.3.1 .l above). Normally, the radar association linearity test would only
permit associationsto the track that would also pass the “forgiveness-fixup” check. However,
there are special casesin the radar association linearity test to track maneuvering aircraft and to
deal with the significant degree of azimuthal error that can occur with radar reports. Since these
special casesmay occasionally allow faulty correlations to occur, the “forgiveness-fixup” test
here has an opportunity to undo their impact on the track.) If the track has been re-predicted, a
flag in the track is set to disable the track maintenance linearity check on this track for the
subsequenttwo scans. This allows the track to stabilize after the fixup is performed.
The 9-PAC Phase II Tracker uses an extended alpha-beta smoother in range-azimuth
coordinates to smooth and predicted track positions and velocities for radar-only tracks. Since
radar-only tracks have no altitude information, it is not possible to derive accurate Cartesian
coordinates for them, especially when close to the sensor. The radar measurementsare made
directly in range and azimuth coordinates. However, range-azimuth tracking has problems with
distortion of the tracks when within a few miles of the sensor tracks (where changesin range
have an impact on the azimuthal velocity). To compensate for this distortion, an extended
smoothing algorithm from Reference [7] employing additional velocity (denoted ‘dot’) and
acceleration (denoted ‘double-dot’) terms is used. The following equations define the 9-PAC
PhaseII Tracker radar-only track smoothing/prediction process. The track’s “firmness” (number
of scansbetweenthe last track update and the current time) is denoted ‘f.
h=ge

= r~gepredicted

A&I.&

=

- rmgerep0rt

a&mtthpredi~ed
- aZhlUth,,,rt

rangesm00thed = rang%redicted
~~Ubncmthed

V radial =

=

- a&age

~imuth,r~i~t~ - ahazimuth

vradial ” (i-3 / fT)~awe

Vmimuhd= mot - (p / ff)Aazimuth
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rangedot

= T vradial

rWFdouble-dot
rangepredicted
=imuthdot

=imuthd,ublAot
aimu&redicted

= r~gesm~thed
= r~$$%mhed

* Vazimutha:
+ rangedot

* T2 / 2
+ rmgedoubie-dOt

= T Vazimuthti

= - vradial * VazimutM
= ~imuthsmootthed

* T2 / rangesmoothed

+ =imufhdot

+ =imutioublg-dot

(Note that if the track’s smoothed range is zero, the azimuth “double-dot” term is
defaulted to zero.) The radar-only track’s Cartesianvelocities are beta-smoothedusing the same
equations that were used for beacontracks. The radar-only track’s Cartesianpredicted positions
are derived from the predicted range and azimuth. The track entry is maintained in both
coordinate systems (x-y and range-azimuth) in order to be ready for correlation to either a radar
or beacon report on the next scan. The value of range-rateand azimuth-rate prior to smoothing
on this scan is savedin the track where it may be used by the “forgiveness-fixup” check on the
next scan.
Two heading estimatesare maintained for eachtrack. A smoothed heading is computed
from the track’s smoothed Cartesian velocities V, and Vy’ This heading estimate is further
smoothed by the following equation (if the track has had at least 5 updates):
Headingsmoothed
= (0.8 * Old-Headmgsmoo~ed)
+ (0.2 * New-IIeading,,,~,d)
If the track is new (lessthan 5 updates),then the equation below is used instead:
Headingsmoothed
= (Old-I-Ieadingsmoo~e~
+ New -Heading,,,th& / 2
The track’s instantaneous(unsmoothed) heading is computed by converting the previous track
update range and azimuth values to Cartesian x-y and then computing the difference is x-y
between the correlating report’s x-y position and the previous values. The track maintains the
last instantaneousheading estimateas well as the current instantaneousheading estimate.
A histogram of slow (track speed 5 the VSP “SLOW-VEL”), radar-only tracks by
smoothed heading is maintained by the tracker. (Note: for this algorithm, “radar-only” tracks are
those that have never been a type other than RADAR-ONLY during their lifetime.) Histogram
heading bins are 15 degreesin extent. An “excessive” population of tracks in a given bin tend to
indicate the presenceof “bird” false tracks. If the histogram “triad” bin count (the sum of the
histogram bin at the track’s heading and its adjoining neighbors- a total of 45 degreesin extent)
for a slow, radar-only track at a given heading exceedsthe VSP HDG-TRIS-CNT, then a
feedback flag is set in the correlating report. This feedbackflag is used by the C&I front end to
modify its thresholds to reduce the likelihood of “bird” false targets getting through to the
tracker. The neighboring histogram triads (plus or minus 15 degrees)are also tested - if either
exceedsthe threshold VSP, then the feedback flag is set.
Once each scan,the headinghistogram values are checked in order to update the value of
a global “birdHeadingFlag” that is used by the C&I front-end processing to alter its thresholds
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based on the tracker’s “perception” of the extent of “bird” false tracks in the system. If any
heading bin “triad” (center 15-degreebin plus its adjoining neighbor bins) has a total track count
that equalsor exceedsthe VSP “TRK-HDG-ONCNT”,
the flag is set. If no heading bin “triad’
has a total track count that exceedsthe VSP “TRK_HDG~OFF~CNT”, then the flag is cleared.
Note: the flag is initialized FALSE at systemstart-up or when VSPs are changed.
At each track update of a slow (track speedI the VSP “SLOW-VEL”), radar-only track,
the difference between the current instantaneoustrack heading and the previous instantaneous
track heading is computed. Dramatic changesin headingtend to indicate that this track might be
a false “bird” track rather than a real aircraft. A counter is maintained in each radar-only track
indicating how many consecutive times the instantaneousheading change exceeded the VSP
HDG-SWITCH. The value of this counter is fed back to the C&I front end where it may be used
to modify processing thresholds.
This processis shown in Figure 2 1.
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5.3.3.4
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Compute Velocity

Track Update
Determine various track velocities and smooth them.

This routine computes the instantaneousradial and azimuthal velocities for non-radar
tracks. (Beacon tracking is done in x-y coordinates,rather than range-azimuth. The calculation
of the radial and azimuthal velocities for radar-only tracks is done in the Update Predictions
function described in Section 5.3.3.3 above.) The track’s instantaneous ground speed is
computed. The averageradial velocity and averageground-speedare smoothed over time with a
simple low passfilter process.
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5.3.3.5
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Set Track Type

.

Track Update
Updatesthe track type, e.g., beacon-only, radar-only, radar-reinforced,given
the report type used for the track update. Updates the discrete code for
beacontracks. Also updatesthe track’s altitude fields.

The Tracker monitors the basic type of each track: beacon-only, radar-only, and radarreinforced. It is necessaryto know the track type becausethe track type is comparedto the report
type when computing the association measure score. And track types do change for various
reasons: faulty transponders,blocking of the transponderantenna, and environmental issues. It
is also possible for tracks to changetheir Mode 3/A code and to change from discrete to nondiscrete and vice versa. All of thesechangesare monitored and recordedby this function.
To allow all tracks to be treated similarly, all radar-only tracks and reports are assigneda
Mode 3/A code of 0000. If ? track is updated by a report with a different Mode 3/A code, a
counter is incremented. If this happensthree updatesin a row, the track’s Mode 3/A code is set
to match the last report’s Mode 3/A code and the track type is set to match the report type. If the
track and report code match on any update, the counter is reset to zero. This algorithm detects
and handlesall possible transitions: radar to beaconand vice versa, discrete to non-discrete and
vice versa,and changeof discretecode.
In addition to monitoring the Mode 3/A code, it is also necessaryto monitor and update
the track’s Mode C altitude code and validity information. Again, as was the casefor Mode 3/A
codes, all radar-only tracks and reports are assignedan altitude of 0 with low validity. If the
correlating track is a beacon-only or radar-reinforced track, it is likely to have altitude
information. If the correlating report for this update has altitude data, then the report’s altitude
information is copied into the track and the track’s “altitude change counter” is reset to zero.
Otherwise, if the correlating track is updated by a report that is either radar-only or lacking in
altitude information, the “altitude change counter” is incremented. If this happensthree times in
a row, the track’s altitude information is defaulted to altitude 0 with low validity and the counter
is reset. This algorithm preservesthe track altitude data through short periods when beacon data
is missing and the track is being maintained with radar reports.
This processis shown in Figure 22.
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5.3.3.6
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Mininpm @stance Test

Track Update
Determines if a track has passed a minimum distance criteria. This test effects the
track’s path through the state diagram.

The purpose of the minimum distance test is to reduce false tracks due to radar-only
clutter. The most serious breakthroughclutter tends to occur close to the sensor. For this reason,
the minimum distance test is not applied to tracks beyond a certain distance (VSP dependent,
typically 20 nmi) or to beacontracks.
For processing purposes,the first check made is to seeif the test has already been passed
which is indicated by a flag. If the flag is set, the test is complete. Tracks which are not subject
to the test, automatically have this flag set.
The test is applied in Cartesiancoordinatesand independently for the x andj dimensions.
If the minimum distance is moved in either dimension, the test is passed. The size of the
distance is determined by a VSP (typically 0.25 nmi). If the test is not passed,the flag is not set.
The result of the test does not affect the report-track correlation. Its only effect is on the path
through the state diagram.
This processis shown in Figure 23.
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5.3.3.7
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Updbte Track State
-

Track Update
Guides the Tracker state through the state diagram.
association and update decisions.

The Tracker state affects

The Tracker statediagram is shown in Figure 24. The track state is updated according to
the diagram. The decision branchesin the diagram are based on the following categories: hit or
miss, minimum distancepassor fail, and minimum velocity pass or fail.

I

Miss
Hit

Miss: No correlating report
Hit: Correlating report
Hit*: Correlating report, but failed Min. Distance test or Min. Velocity test.

Figure 24. Statediagram.
There is one exception to the Tracker statediagram, called into play when the most-recent
altitude update on the track had a high-validity altitude level within 200 feet (2 flight levels) of
the ground (as determined by the sensor HEIGHT VSP). Tracks with such low altitudes are
candidates for the “on the airport” tests. The sensor VSP table may define up to 8 “airport”
regions. If the track is predicted to lie within any one of these regions (as defined by minimum
and maximum range-azimuth region VSPs), then only one track coast is permitted before
dropping the track. (In this case, states COAST2 and COAST3 are bypassed.) This algorithm
was put in place to deal with the casethat a beacon-equippedaircraft lands and its transponderis
disabled. The aircraft track m?y subsequentlybe maintained with radar reports as it taxis across
the airport. There may be sufficient clutter reportsin the area to keep the track “alive” long after
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the aircraft has landed. By limiting the track to a single coast in this case, the track will drop
more quickly once the aircraft has landed, rather than wandering about the airport surface. This
processis shown in Figure 25.
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5.3.3.8
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

ComIjuteAssociation Boxes

Track Update
Set the limits for the association boxes.

The association boxes define the geographic region where candidate reports for
correlation will be found. The,size of the association boxes is dependenton the track state. The
associationboxes are drawn inthe radar system coordinates sincethe radar systemerrors occur in
the system coordinates. There are two association boxes for each track: a zone 0 (inner) box
corresponding to the system errors, and a zone 1 (outer) box corresponding to the system errors
of zone 0 plus anticipated target maneuvering. For association purposes as discussed in
Associate Tracks, a report need only to be in zone 1 to associate with the track. When
correlation is performed with otherwise identical reports in zone 0 and zone 1, the report in zone
0 is given preference.
Two association boxes in range-azimuth coordinates are built around each track’s
predicted position as part of track update(or track coast). The first (inner) box is sized assuming
that the track is actually going straight and only measurementerrors need be considered. The
second (outer) box is sized assuming that not only must measurementerror be considered but
also that the track has begun a turn. (Note that the derivation for these association box sizes is
taken from Reference[7].)
The number of scanselapsedbetweenthe latest update on the track and the predicted scan
(called the track’s “firmness”, and denoted ‘f’) is one factor in the calculation of 9-PAC PhaseII
Tracker association box sizes., If the track has not coastedthis scan, f=l . The number of scans
elapsed between the latest update on the track and the next previous update scan (called the
track’s “history firmness” and denoted ‘g’) is another factor in the calculation of 9-PAC PhaseII
Tracker associationbox sizes.
%
Zone 0 (inner) Association Box
The inner association box size for range is calculated by multiplying the VSP rangesigma value by the box-one multiplier given by the equation:
m0 = 1 + (2*f)/g
This multiplier accounts for the increasein track positional uncertainty due to coasts. The box
edges(in range) are given by the predicted range + and - the box size (except that the inner edge
cannot be negative).
The inner associationbox size computation for azimuth is a bit more complex. The VSP
range-sigma value is converted to an angle using the track’s predicted range and assuming that
the range error is completely tangential (a worst-case assumption). The larger of this angle and
the VSP azimuth-sigma value is multiplied by the box-one multiplier ‘m0’ to yield the inner
association box azimuth size. The box edges (in azimuth) are given by the predicted azimuth +
and - the box size. Since this size can get very large for small track ranges,the box size is limited
to at most one-half of a scan.
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Zone 1 (outer) Association Box
The outer association box size (for maneuvering tracks) multiplier is given by the
equation:
ml = (E2+ f*g)/2
The assumption is that the track actually began a turn at the time of the last track update. The
multiplier accounts for the effects of coasting on the track positional uncertainty. An
acceleration (a turn is an acceleration) term is derived from the VSP number of g-factors
parameter. An aircraft performing a standard-rateturn (3 degrees/second)is pulling 1 ‘g’. Small
aircraft (especially military) can pull several ‘g’s in maneuvers. The acceleration factor is
converted into miles/scan2units. The “turn-term” is computed as the product of ‘ml ’ and the
acceleration term. Note that this turning factor is added to the measurement-errorfactor derived
as “zone 0” above.
The size of the outer associationbox (in range) is given by the sum of the inner box size
(in range) and the maximum of the “turn-term” or one-half of the inner box size (in range). The
box edges (in range) are given by the predicted range + and - the box size (except that the inner
edge cannot be negative).
The outer box size (in azimuth) is computed in a manner similar to the inner box size (in
azimuth). The ‘Yurn-term” is converted to an angle using the track’s predicted range and
assuming that the range error is completely tangential. Set “amax” to the larger of the ‘turnten-n” angle and one-half of the track’s inner box size (in azimuth). The track’s outer box size (in
azimuth) is the sum of the track’s inner box size (in azimuth) plus “amax.” The box edges(in
azimuth) are given by the predicted azimuth + and - the box size. Since this size can get very
large for small ranges,the box size is limited to at most one-half of a scan.
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5.3.3.9
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Track Coast

Update Tracks
Compute Association Boxes
Update the track prediction and perform bookkeeping when a track is coasted due
to a lack of a satisfactory report for updating.

If no satisfactory report is found to update a track, the trackis coasted. The track state is
updated according to the state diagram shown in Section 5.3.3.7 above, If the track has coasted
for three scans (state = COAST3), or is just initiating (state = INIT-0), or has missed for a
second time without becoming stable (state = MISS or state = NON-MOVE-2), the track is
dropped. The track is removed from the Active and Generaltrack lists and the allocated memory
is returned to the stack. If the track is initiating, has received at least two points, but has not
becomestable whether due to a lack of points or a lack of distancemoved, the track state is set to
MISS. Finally, if the track h& been stable at anytime, the track state is incrementedthrough the
coastingstatesallowing for three misses before the track is dropped.
The track prediction is updated to the next scan’s update time based on previous track
history. The time until the sensor antennawill next seethe aircraft (denotedT) is nominally the
sensorscan time VSP. However, to compute a more-accuratevalue for T when the aircraft is
close to the sensor,the following approximation is used (derived from Reference[7]). Let ‘az&,t
denote the track’s current azinmthal velocity in radians/scanunits.
_. Assuming that azdot is
constantover the update period:
T= 1 /(l -a&&2@
Note that this approximation (assuming a constantvalue of a&& can break down for worst-case
maneuvering aircraft very close to the sensor(within 1 nautical mile). However, computing the
exact value of T requires a highly time-consuming iterative process. The 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker
usesthe approximation in all cases. (Note: if az&=2z radians/scan,default T=l scan.)
The track prediction isthe previous prediction plus the estimated velocity. If the track is
beaconor radar-reinforced beacon, the prediction aheadto time ‘T’ is done linearly in Cartesian
x-y coordinates. The track’s ground-range and azimuth for the new time is computed from the
predicted x-y values. The track’s predicted range is then computed using the ground-range and
the track’s last known altitude. If the track is radar-only, the prediction aheadto time ‘T’ is done
linearly in range-azimuth coordinates (since radar-only tracks lack altitude and cannot compute
an accuratex-y position). The track’s predicted x-y position for the new time is computed from
the predicted range-azimuth values.
A histogram of slow (track speed I the VSP “SLOW_VEL”), radar-only tracks by
smoothedheading is maintained by the tracker. (Note: for this algorithm, “radar-only” tracks are
those that have never been a type other than RADAR-ONLY during their lifetime.) Histogram
heading bins are 15 degreesin extent. An “excessive” population of tracks in a given bin tend to
indicate the presence of “bird” false tracks. If the histogram “triad” bin count (the sum of the
histogram bin at the track’s heading and its adjoining neighbors - a total of 45 degreesin extent)
for a slow, radar-only track at a given heading exceeds the VSP HDG-TN-CNT,
then a
feedback flag is set. This feedback flag is used by the C&I front end to modify its thresholds to
reduce the likelihood of “bird” false targets getting through to the tracker. The neighboring
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histogram triads (plus or minus 15 degrees)are also tested- if either exceedsthe threshold VSP,
then the feedback flag is set.
The track’s association boxes for the new scan are computed Tom its predicted position
as described in Section 5.3.3.8 above. Various track flags and counters are reset for the next
scan’s processing. The track’s “points/scan” 5-scan average is updated (a coast has 0 point
value). If the c‘points/scan”value for the track now drops below the minimum track maintenance
VSP (either the normal or slow-speedVSP, depending on the track’s ground-speed),the track is
dropped - the track is removed from the Active and Generaltrack lists and the allocated memory
is returned to the stack. The final step in the coast processremoves the track from the Active
Track list and places it on the azimuth-ordered General Track list. This process is shown in
Figure 26.
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DROP TRACK

5.3.4 Initiate Tracks
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Track
Beacon Initiation, Radar Initiation, Compute Association Boxes
Create new tracks from previous uncorrelated reports.

The processing of reports that fail to correlate with any existing tracks is handled in this
function. There are separatetrack initiation algorithms for radar-only reports (Section 5.3.4.1)
and beaconreports (Section 5.3.4.2). Separatelists of uncorrelated reports from previous scans
are maintained for radar-only and beacon. Two scan lists of uncorrelated beacon data (current
scan and previous scan) are maintained for beacontrack initiation. Five scanlists of uncorrelated
radar-only data (current scan and four previous scans)are maintained for radar track initiation.
These lists are linked into lists by range cells (5 nautical miles in extent) and azimuth sectorsto
facilitate rapid searchingby report position.
If the uncorrelated report is radar-only, the first step in track initiation processing is to
check for the radar test-target MT1 indication in the report. The first 10 track numbers in the 9PAC PhaseII Tracker are reservedfor potential MT1 tracks. (Note: MT1 “tracks” are actually
fixed radar reflectors that do not move.) If the reported range and azimuth of an uncorrelated
radar-only MT1 report fails to match (within the sensor’s measurement error VSPs) any of the
current MTI track locations, a new MT1 track is assignedto the report position, and the report is
marked as “correlated” with the new MT1 track number assigned. Otherwise, if the reported
range and azimuth of an uncorrelated radar-only MT1 report matches one of the current MT1
track locations, the report is marked as “correlated” with the existing MT1 track number.
Track initiation processingof an uncorrelatedradar-only report that is not flagged as MT1
is done as described in Section 5.3.4.2 below. A new track number is assigned for each radaronly track initiated, and numerous other bookkeeping fields are initialized at this time, using the
input uncorrelated radar-only report and selecteduncorrelated radar-only report(s) from previous
scan(s). After all the initiating radar-only track data fields have been initialized, Compute
Association Boxes (Section 5.3.3.8) is called to define where the next report to update the track
is most likely to be found. After this is complete, the new track is enteredin the azimuth-ordered
General Track list.
Uncorrelated radar-only reports that fail to initiate a track as described in Section 5.3.4.2
below are fed back from the 9-PAC Phase II Tracker to the 9-PAC C&I task. The C&I task
utilizes this feedback to assistin maintaining its radar clutter maps (i.e. if the Tracker ignored the
report as clutter, the C&I task can have more assurancethat the report truly was clutter).
l

Track initiation processingof an uncorrelated beacon-only report is done as described in
section 5.3.4.1 below. A new track number is assigned for each beacon track initiated, and
numerous other bookkeeping fields are initialized at this time, using the input uncorrelated
beacon report and a selectedprevious-scanuncorrelated beacon report. After all the initiating
beacon track fields have been initialized, Compute Association Boxes (Section 5.3.3.8) is called
to define where the next report to update the track is most likely to be found. After this is
complete, the new track is enteredin the azimuth-orderedGeneral Track list.
Track initiation processingof an uncorrelated radar-reinforced beacon report is done as a
sort of hybrid case of both radar-only and beacon-only. The radar-reinforced report will be
treated for the purposed of track initiation as though it were both a radar-only and a beacon-only.
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A cross-referencing linkage ties both “instances” of the report together. The report is first
processedas though it were beacon-only, using the algorithm in Section 5.3.4.1 below. If this
beacon-only processingresults in the initiation of one or more new beacon-onlytracks, no further
track initiation processingis done with this report. If the beacon-only processingdoes not result
in the initiation of new tracks, then radar-only track initiation processing is attempted as
describedin Section 5.3.4.2 below. Note that if this report is used on this or a later scanfor track
initiation (either beacon or radar), then it is disqualified from further consideration as its
“alternative” form. (Note: this hybrid algorithm is employed to get earlier track initiation for
aircraft on take off. This mechanism allows for earlier track initiation when aircraft take off (the
beacontransponderis shut off when the aircraft is on the ground) and there may not be sufficient
radar coverageto allow track initiation by radar-only processing.The track initiation processis
shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 2 7. Track Initiation.
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5.3.4.I Beacon Initiation
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

Track
Create new tracks from previous uncorrelated beacon reports.

Each uncorrelated beacon report from the current scan is compared against uncorrelated
beacon reports from the previous scan. In order to be a candidate prior-scan report for beacon
track initiation with the current-scanreport, the uncorrelated beacon report must not have been
already used and there must be a satisfactorypositional match with the current-scanreport. Each
of the following tests must be passed:

a> The prior-scan uncorrelated beaconreport has not been used to initiate a previous
beacontrack with another current-scanuncorrelated report.

b) The absolute value of the difference in range between the current-scan and

previous-scanreports is less than or equal to the distance that an aircraft flying at
the VSP maximum aircraft speed(nominally 600 knots) would travel in one sensor
scan. (Note: linking the previous-scanuncorrelated reports into range-orderedlists
is used to reduce the amount of report searching required to perform this test. Each
range list defines a range band 5 nautical miles in extent. The report searchincludes
the range list corresponding to the range of the current-scan uncorrelated beacon
report and the adjacenttwo rangelists.)

Cl The absolute difference in azimuth between the current-scan and previous-scan

reports is less than or equal to the angular distance that an aircraft flying at the VSP
maximum aircraft speed(nominally 600 knots) would travel in one scan. This is a
function of the aircraft range. (Note: linking the previous-scanuncorrelated reports
into azimuth-sector-orderedlists is used to reduce the amount of report searching
required to perform this test. There are 32 azimuth-sector lists. The report search
includes the azimuth-sector list corresponding to the azimuth of the current-scan
uncorrelatedbeaconreport and the adjacent two or more azimuth-sector lists.)

d)

The current-scan beacon report must not have a Mode 3/A code of zero with
validity equal to 0.

9

The current-scan beacon report must have either Mode 3/A code validity greater
than zero or Mode C altitude validity greater than 0.

The set of previous-scanuncorrelatedbeacon reports selectedby the above tests is further
subdivided into a set of “zones” basedon Mode 3/A code and Mode C altitude tests. Zone 0 is
defined to be the best code/altitude match, while zone 4 is defined to be a worst-casemismatch.
A ‘high validity” code is defined to have a validity value equal to 3. A “low validity” code has a
validity value less than 3. The zone scoring for Mode 3/A codes is defined by the following
sequenceof tests:
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4

If neither the current-scanreport nor the previous-scanreport Mode 3/A code has
high validity, then the Mode 3/A zone is set to 1.

b)

If test (a) failed (i.e. either of the report Mode 3/A codes has high validity) and the
number of bit differences between the Mode 3/A codes is less than or equal to 1,
then the Mode 3/A zone is set to 0.

4

If either the current-scanreport or the previous-scanreport Mode 3/A code has high
validity (but not both) and the number of bit differences between the Mode 3/A
codes is greaterthan 1, then the Mode 3/A zone is set to 2.

d)

If both the current-scanreport and the previous scan report Mode 3/A codes have
high validity and,the number of bit differences between the Mode 3/A codes is
greater than 2, then the Mode 3/A zone is set to 4 and no further testing is to be
done with this previous-scanreport (the mismatch is too great for this pair of reports
to initiate a track).

*
I

The zone scoring for Mode C altitudes is based on the altitude types of each of the
uncorrelated beacon reports. A “high validity” altitude is defined to have a validity value equal
to 3. A “low validity” altitude has a validity value less than 3. Altitude types are derived from
the report’s Mode C altitude and validity values and are defined as follows:
0
1
2
3
4

-

no Mode C
low-validity brackets-only
high-validity brackets-only
low-validity flight level
high-validity flight level

The zone score for Mode C altitudes is defined in the table below as a function of the
altitude types for each report. Wherever a number appearsin the table, this indicates the altitude
zone score value. Wherever a capital letter in boldface type appearsin the table, this indicates a
processingfunction describedbelow the table.
Current-scan Report Altitude Tvue
Previous-scan Altitude TvDe

0

0
1
2
(4)

0
1
1

1
1
0
2

2
1
0
2

3
1
2
A

4
1
2
A

1

2

3

A

B

Test A converts each report’s Mode C altitude back to 12-bit Gray codes and
masks out the 3 octal ‘C’ bits. The number of bit differences between the masked
Gray codes is computed. If the number of bit differencesis less than or equal to 1
then the altitude zone score is 1. If the number of bit differences is less than or

"

4

equal to 3 then the altitude zone score is 2. If the number of bit differences is
greaterthan 3, the altitude zone scoreis set to 3.
Test B computes the absolute value of the difference between the two Mode C
altitude levels. If this difference is less than or equal to 5 (500 feet), the altitude
zone score is set to 0. Otherwise, continue as in test A above.
The total zone score for a pair of reports is the sum of the Mode A code and Mode C
altitude zone scoresdefined above. If the total zone scoreis greaterthan 3, then these reports are
a mismatch and not candidatesfor beacon track initiation.
From the set of previous-scan reports found in the range/azimuth search (if any were
found), select those which have the best (lowest) code/altitude zone scores. Each of these
previous-scan uncorrelated reports initiates a new beacon track with the current-scan
uncorrelatedreport. Each of these previous-scanuncorrelatedreports is marked so that they will
not be candidatesfor any further track initiations, and the current-scanuncorrelated report is not
stored for potential track initiation on the next scan. Alternatively, if no previous-scanreports
were found in the range/azimuth search, store the current-scanuncorrelated report for possible
beacon track initiation on the next scan.
Na: it is possible for a single uncorrelated report on the current scan to initiate more
than one track. Only one of these tracks is likely to be the real aircraft, the other tracks are
probably spurious and are unlikely to find subsequentassociations. (Measurementsmade with
high aircraft-density recordings from Los Angeles show that less than 3.5% of beacon track
initiations involve more than one track, and the worst-case was 3 beacon tracks initiated on a
given report (only one such casewas found in more than one hour of data).) It was decided that
the extra storage and processing complexity required to link together all the beacon tracks
initiated from a given uncorrelated report in order to immediately drop the spurious tracks when
the actual track correlates on the next scan is not worthwhile - the spurious tracks will drop due
to coastinga few scanslater anyway (and multiple initiations are a low-probability event).
The beacon track initiation processis shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Beacon Track Initiation.
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5.3.4.2 Radar Initiation
Called by:
Calls:
Purpose:

A.

Track
Create new tracks from previous uncorrelated radar-onlv reports.

Definitions
A.1 Renort Score

The “report score” (RS) of a radar report is the sum of its confidence-quality score (CQS)
and its Doppler agreement score @AS). (Note: Doppler agreementis determined by using the
apparent radial velocity computed from the range difference of a pair of radar reports to derive
expected Doppler values for the radar’s high and low PRFs. The 9-PAC Doppler agreement
algorithm (Section 5.3.2.5) is used to compare the actual Doppler values with the expected
values.) The CQS is determined from the VSP “eligibility” table using either the “in close”
entries (if the report range is less than the VSP “‘range,” or the “far” entries from the initiation
table. The DAS is zero if the report’s high and low PRF Doppler values do not agree with the
computed radial velocity of the candidate track (in track initiation), or the VSP “Doppler
agreement”parameterif the Doppler values passthe agreementtest.
A.2 Report “Triple”
A “report triple” refers to a set of three or more uncorrelated radar-only reports from
separate,previous scansthat have passedthe tests for candidate track initiation, but their total
score (sum of report scores(RS) for the reports comprising the triple) is less than the minimum
score required for track initiation VSP SINIT or there has been insufficient movement for track
initiation. The testsrequired for adding another uncorrelatedradar report to a “triple” are:
a) each report addedto a triple must passtwo linearity tests
1) linear with respectto last 3 reports in triple, and
2) linear with respect to triple origin report or curvilinear (see below) with
respectto last 3 reports in triple
b) each report in a triple cannot have starteda track (either early or normal)
c) no more than VSP NMISSES missed scans allowed in a triple
d) no more than VSP TRIPLE-SCANS total scansallowed in a triple (else delete
the triple)
c

e) the “points/scan” (total score divided by the number of scansthat the triple has
existed) must be greaterthan or equal to the VSP TRIPLE-PPS-EXT
f) no more than one of the uncorrelated radar reports incorporated into the
“triple” has confidence equal to 1 (this test seeks to minimize the generation
of false tracks from geocensorreports over roads)
The linearity test in (al) is performed by computing the straight line between the position
of the potential new report and the next-to-latest report addedto the triple. The position on this
line corresponding to the scan of the most-recent report added to the triple is linearly
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interpolated. The linearity test succeedsif the absolute difference of the interpolated position and
the actual position of the most-recent report added to the triple is less than a parametric number
of sensormeasurementstandarddeviations in range and azimuth, otherwise the (al) linearity test
fails. The range and azimuth thresholds for this linearity test are reduced by a factor of 0.85 if
the new report’s confidence is four.
The linearity test in (a2) is per.@rmedby computing the straight line between the position
of the potential new report and the triple origin report. The position on this line correspondingto
the scan of the next-to-last report added to the triple is linearly interpolated. The linearity test
succeedsif the absolute difference of the interpolated position and the actual position of the nextto-last report added to the triple is less than a parametric number (NSIGMAS) of sensor
measurement standard deviations in range and azimuth. If the ‘(a2) linearity test fails, the
“curvilinear” test is performed as described in sub-section C below. The range and azimuth
thresholds for this linearity test are reduced by a factor of 0.85 if the new report’s confidence is
four.
B.

,
,

Radar Track Initiation

There are three processes that may initiate a radar-only track. “Early Initiation”
processing involves only two uncorrelated radar reports on subsequentscansand of sufficient
quality, Doppler agreement, etc. to justify immediate track initiation. “Normal Initiation”
processing involves three uncorrelated radar reports over the last 4-5 scansdepending on VSP
“30F5”. “Delayed Initiation” processing involves an uncorrelated radar report on the current
scan and a “triple” (see definition A.2 above) formed on previous scans. “Delayed” initiation
processing allows marginal tracks to be initiated over extended time while requiring additional
testing to minimize false track generation. The radar track initiation processesare shown in
Figures 29-34.
A current-scan uncorrelated radar report will be eliminated from consideration in the
track initiation processif either of the following conditions is met:
a) the CQS for the report (seedefinition A. 1 above) is zero
b) the report quality=O, the report confidence=3, the “QOC3-disable” flag is set (for the
azimuth sectorof the report), and either of the following conditions is met
1) the report amplitude is less than or equal to 34 dB
2) the “high-amplitude QOC3-disable” flag (for the azimuth sector)is set
The QOC3-disable flag (for the report’s azimuth sector) is normally cleared to FALSE.
The QOC3-disable flag is set TRUE when the number of quality=O, confidence=3 radar reports
in the system (averagedover the preceding 5 scans)exceeds the QOC3MAX VSP. The flag is
cleared when the number of q=O,c=3reports in the system (averagedover the preceding 5 scans)
drops below 80 percent of the ‘VSP setting. Similarly, the high-amplitude HQOC3-disable flag
(for the report’s azimuth sector) is normally clearedto FALSE. It is set TRUE when the number
of quality=O, confidence=3 radar reports whose amplitude is greater than 34 dB in the system
(averagedover the preceding 5 scans) exceedsthe QOC3MAX VSP.
-. The flag is cleared when
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the number of q=O,c=3radar reports with amplitude greater than 34 dB in the system (averaged
over the preceding 5 scans)drops below 80 percent of the VSP setting.
B. 1 Early Initiation
Early initiation attempts to form new tracks using only two uncorrelated radar-only
reports that must meet a set of quite-stringent conditions. To initiate an “early” track, the
following conditions must hold:
a) current-scanuncorrelated radar report’s confidence > 3, and
b) unique positional match (within the distance that an aircraft could fly at VSP
MAXSPEED in one scan) with uncorrelated radar report from last scan (no
missed scansallowed), and
c) sum of CQS for both reports greater than or equal to VSP SINIT, and
d) have Doppler agreement,and
e) the distancebetween the first and secondreport must passeither
1) rangedifference greaterthan VSP MIN-DIST, or
2) azimuth difference greater than VSP MIN-ACPS pro-rated at VSP setting
“in-close”
The reports that were used to form an “early” track may not participate in any further track
initiation testing.
B.2 Normal Initiation
Normal initiation uses three uncorrelated radar-only reports to form a new track. To
initiate a “normal” track the following conditions must hold for the current scan uncorrelated
report and two uncorrelatedreports from different prior scans:
a) positional match (within the distance that an aircraft could fly at VSP MAXSPEED
(nominally 600 knots) in the number of scansbetween the reports) with current scan
uncorrelated radar report and 2 additional uncorrelatedradar reports from the previous
4 scans(3 out of 5) or previous 3 scans(3 out of 4) depending on VSP 30F5, and
b) 3 reports passlinearity test, and
c) sum of CQS for each of three reports plus DAS for current scan and first previous
scan reports is greaterthan or equal to VSP SINIT, and
d) the distancebetweenthe first and third report must passeither
1) range difference greater than VSP MIN-DIST, or
2) azimuth difference greater than VSP MIN_ACPS pro-rated for reports within the
VSP “in-close” range parameter
e) no more than one of the uncorrelated radar reports may have confidence equal to 1
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The linearity test in (b) is performed by computing the straight line between the position
of the current scan uncorrelated report and the position of the oldest previous scan uncorrelated
report. The position on this line corresponding to the scan of the more-recent prior scan
uncorrelated report is linearly interpolated. The linearity test succeedsif the absolute difference
of the interpolated position and the actual position of the more-recent prior scan uncorrelated
report is less than a parametric number of sensormeasurementstandarddeviations in range and
azimuth, otherwise the (b) linearity test fails. The range and azimuth thresholds for this linearity
test are reducedby a factor of 0.85 if the new report’s confidence is four.
The two previous-scanreports usedto initiate a “normal” track may not participate in any
further track initiation testing. If the confidence of the current scan radar uncorrelatedreport is
greater than or equal to 3, the current scan report may participate in further testing -- if its
confidence is less than 3, it may not participate. If normal track initiation fails test (d) above, the
three reports are made into a “triple report” and are candidatesfor delayed initiation.
B.3 Delayed Initiation
Delayed initiation attempts to form on a track with a sequenceof 4 our more uncorrelated
radar tracks that have failed to meet the conditions for early or normal track initiation. Delayed
initiation typically handles casesof “marginal” data. Delayed initiation is performed with an
uncorrelated radar report on the-current scanand a triple report formed l-4 scanspreviously. The
combination of the current scanreport and the triple must passthe following tests:
z

a) current scan report doesnot initiate an early or normal track, and
b) less than VSP NMISSES missed scansin the triple over the last 5 scans,and
c) less than VSP TRIPLE-SCANS scansin triple, and
d) linearity test passedwith current scanradar report and triple, and
e) sum of CQS for the current scan report plus DAS for current scan radar report
plus RS of triple report greaterthan or equal to VSP SINIT, and
f) RS score sum computed in (e) above is greaterthan or equal to any other RS score
utilizing the current scanradar report, and
g) using the origin point of the triple report and the current scanuncorrelatedreport
1) computed speedof candidatetrack formed from triple must be greaterthan or
equal to the VSP MINVEL parameter,and
2) candidate track must move greaterthan or equal to VSP MIN-DIST parameter
or greater than or equal to VSP MIN-ACPS in azimuth, and
h) the total score sum of the triple divided by the total number of scansthat the triple
has existed (the “points-per-scan” value) must be greaterthan or equal to the VSP
TRIP-PPS-SCORE, and
i) either
1) linearity test passedwith current scan radar report and triple origin point (the
triple origin point is the oldest report used in formation of the triple), or
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2) curvilinear test (subsectionC below) passedwith current scanreport and triple
point
j) no more than one uncorrelated radar report in the “triple” sequencemay have
confidence equal to 1 (this test reduces the formation of false tracks using
geocensorreports over roads)
The linearity test in (d) is performed by computing the straight line between the position
of the current scan uncorrelated report and the oldest previous scan uncorrelated report. The
position on tis line corresponding to the scan of the more-recent report added to the triple is
linearly interpolated. The linearity test succeedsif the absolute difference of the interpolated
position and the actual position of the more-recent report added to the triple is less than a
parametric number of sensor measurementstandard deviations in range and azimuth. The range
and azimuth thresholds for this linearity test are reduced by a factor of 0.85 if the new report’s
confidence is four.
The linearity test in (i) is performed by computing the straight line between the position
of the current scan uncorrelated report and the triple origin report. The position on this line
corresponding to the scan of the next-to-last report added to the triple is linearly interpolated.
The linearity test succeeds if the absolute difference of the interpolated position and the actual
position of the next-to-last report added to the triple is less than a parametric number of sensor
measurementstandard deviations in range and azimuth. The range and azimuth thresholds for
this linearity test are reduced by a factor of 0.85 if the new report’s confidence is four. If the (a2)
lin&rity test fails, the “curvilinear” test is performed as describedin subsectionC below.
If a delayed initiation is performed, the given triple report may no longer participate in
further testing. If the confidence of the current scan radar uncorrelated report is greater than or
equal to 3, the current scan report may participate in further testing -- if its confidence is less than
3, it may not participate in any further testing.
C.

Curvilinear Test

The 9-PAC Phase II Tracker “curvilinear” test is used to determine whether an
uncorrelated radar report on the current scan is a candidate for addition to an existing radar
‘“triple.” The curvilinear test attempts to determine if the set of uncorrelated radar reports
consisting of those in the triple and the candidate current-scanreport determine an arc with a
constant turn rate reasonable for a normally-maneuvering aircraft. This allows delayed track
initiation on aircraft turning before they begin straight flight (e.g. on climb-out after takeoff).
Inputs to the curvilinear test are 4 uncorrelatedradar reports as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

current scan uncorrelatedreport (range, azimuth, scan)
most-recent uncorrelatedreport in triple (range,azimuth, scan)
previous uncorrelatedreport in triple (range,azimuth, scan)
origin uncorrelated report in triple (range,azimuth, scan)
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The first step of the curvilinear test is to convert each of the 4 input report positions from
range-azimuth to x-y coordinates,denoted (xn,yn) for eachof the 4 input reports. The number of
scansbetween report 1 and 2 ‘is denoted “scl”, the number of scansbetween report 2 and 3 is
denoted “sc2”, and the number of scansbetween report 3 and 4 is denoted “sc3”.
,.
The secondstep of the curvilinear test is to compute the orientation angles for the 3 lines
joining the 4 report points as follows:
1. al = atarQ(xz-xl,y2-yl) line between1 and 2
2. a2 = atan2(x3-x2,ys-y2)line between2 and 3
3. a3 = ata.tO(ti-x3,y4-ys) line between3 and 4
The third step of the curvilinear test is to compute the turn rate between lines 1 and 2
(denoted “da,“), and the turn rate between lines 2 and 3 (denoted’“da2”). Note that the turn rate
is assumedto apply at the midpoint of each line.
da1 = (a2 - al) / (0.5 * (scl + sc2)) angle betweenline 1 and 2
da2 = (a3 - a2) I (0.5 * (sc2 + sc3)) angle betweenline 2 and 3
To pass the curvilinear test, both da1 and da2 must have the same sign and the absolute
difference between them must be less than 6 degreesper second. (Note: a normally-maneuvering
aircraft performs standard-rateturns at a 3 degrees-per-second
rate.)
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Figure 29. Radar Track Initiation (1 of 2).
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Figure 30. Radar Track Initiation (2 of 2).
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AFTERWORD
This report has coveredin detail the algorithms that are in the 9-PAC PhaseII Scan-Scan
Correlator or Tracker. The 9-PAC PhaseII Tracker builds upon the earlier prototype version of
the PhaseII Tracker design described in Reference [7]. This report is one in a series of reports
that document the 9-PAC algorithms in enough detail to support implementation by a second
PartyThe Tracker algorithms described herein have been tested with recorded field data in a
real-time test facility, are now undergoing field evaluation in ASR-9s at Lincoln Laboratory,
Albuquerque, and other sites. As these tests proceed algorithm refinements may occur.
Refmements will be documentedin a future report or issuedas an addendumto this report.
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APPENDIX A. DATA STRUCTURES
Tables 7 and 8 are the two main data structures used in the 9-PAC Tracker: reports
(trkrptype) and tracks (t&type). Note that the structures are not dependenton the type of report
or track. Beacon and radar reports use the samestructure definition, and beacon and radar tracks
usethe samestructure definition.
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Table 7. Report Data Structure

Description

Field Name
Node-header node-hclr;

Pointer;

/*common fields*/
int rpt type;
int scan;
int rtqc;
int acp;
int run;
float range;
float x
float y;

Radar, Beacon,or RB
Current scancounter
Set by BTD or C&I; Flag: 0- no, 1 - yes
Set by BTD or C&I; Aziiuth, 4096 ACPs = 360”
Set by BTD or C&I; Runlength
Set by BTD or C&I; rangein nmi
Cartesian coordinate,nmi; usesalt. if available
Cartesian coordinate,nmi; usesalt. if available

/*beacon fields*/
int mode-a;
int mode-2;

Set by BTD; Mode 3A code; setto 0 to radar
Set by BTD; Mode 2 code,typically 0
Mode C code convertedto feet; setto 0 for radar
Set by BTD: bits O-4 are beacon hits count, bit 8 glags
discrete Mode 3/A report, bit 10 flags Mode 3/A X validity,
bits 11-12 are Mode C validity, bit 13 flags SPI, bits 14-15
emergencycodes(7600, etc.)
Set by BTD
Set by BTD

int ah;
int val-flags;

int arts-qual;
int false;
1 /*radar datafields*/
int quality;
int cone

I

int elig;
int maint;
float amp;
int lo-filt;
int hi-filt;
int lo-dopp;
int hi-dopp;

I

I

Set by C&I; [O-.3];set to 4 for beacon
Set by C*I; [0..5]; set to 7 for beacon
Radar eligibility score [qual] [co@ from VSP tables
Radar maintenancescore [qual] [confl from VSP tables
1 Set by C&I; 3/32 of a dB units
Set by C&I;
Set by C&I;
Set by C&I;
Set by C&I;

[O..S]mapsto [=3..+3]
[O..lO] mapsto [-4..+4]
[0..63]
[0..63]

Table 7. Report Data Structure (continued)

Field Name
int max filt;

Description
Set by C&I: containshighest amplitude Doppler filter

int flagl;

Set by C&I: containsthe MT1 flag

int flag2;

Set by C&I:

int adapt-thresh-info;

Set by C&I; Two words: flag plus threshold, amplitude
information; 0 - unflagged, I- flagged
Bit 0 flags bad C&IO centroid, bit 15 flags “use radar
quality”
Set by C&I flags slow-moving “suspect” report

int az-degrade-flag;
int suspect;
/*working fields*/
int no init;
int num-assoc;
int num disc assoc;
int corr;

Counter
Flag: 0 - not correlated. 1 - correlated

irlt output;
int nun maxassoc;

Flag: 0 - not output. 1 - output
Counter. usedfor analysis

/*report status analysis fields*/
int seq_number;
iut assoccount;
Assoc type assocdata[7];
int init count;
int type init data[3];

.

Flag: 0 - OK for initiation. 1 - not for initiation
Counter

Report index number
1 Number of valid entries in “assoc data[]’
I
Report associationanalysis fields
Number of valid entries in “init data[]”
Report track initiation analysis fields

/*C&I Feedbackfields*/
int age;
int avg speed;
int bird ice flag;
int hdg-flag;
int hdg-switch-cnt;

Correlating track’saverageground-speed
Count of “bird/ice” suspecttrack updates(- 1 if disabled)
=l if corr. track heading histogram count > VSP
# of scanswith erratic heading

/*Tracker analvsis fields*/
int trk num;
int state;

Track numberof correlated track
Track state(INIT 1STABLE, etc.)

TRK TRK T*assoc trk[ 111;

Array of pointers to associatedtracks

# of scansin correlatedtrack
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Table 8. Track Data Structure
Field Name
Node-header node-m,
int trk tvne:
int old_scores[5];
int sum score;
unsigned int flags;
unsigned int flags2;
int old-acp- 1;
float old-range-1 ;
int old acn 2:
float old-range-2;
int old-acp-3;
Boat old range 3;
int azqred;
float rangeqred;
int old_azqred;
float old_rangeqred;
float xqred;
float x-smooth;
float x-sm-dot;
float y_pred;
float y-smooth;
float y-sm-dot;
float x-init;
I float v init;
1 float range box maxT21:
float range-box_min[2];
float old_range_box_nmi[2];
int az box maxr21;
int az_box_min[2];
int old az_box_max[2];
int old_az_box_min[2];
float vel;
float avg-vel;
float rad-vel;
float avg-rad-vel;
float az-vel;
float old-rad-vel;
float old-az-vel;
int inst-hdg;
int old-inst-hdg;
int smooth-hdg;

Description
Pointer
Beacon.radar. or radar-reinforced:Set bv initial renort tvne
Radar“elig” scoresfor last 5 scans
Total radar aual/conf scoreover last 5 scans
Analysis flags; O=radar-onlylinearity test, 1-socring test, 2=Doppler test, 3- 1O=trackinitiation type, 11-tracker “fixup,”
12-15=reserved,16-31=corre!atingreport sequencenumber.
More analysis dam: 0-15=triple index for radar initiation
Last azimuth update (ACP)
Last range update (nmi)
2”dto last azimuth undate(ACP)
2”dto last rangeupdate (nmi)
31dto last azimuth update(ACP)
31dto last range update(nmi)
Predictedazimuth (ACP)
Predictedrange (mni)
Previousvalue of “azqred” - for “fixup” algorithm
Previousvalue of “rangeqred” - for “fixup” algorithm
Tracker x-position output (nmi)
Tracker filter x-position output (mni)
Tracker x-velocity output
Tracker x-position output (nmi)
Tracker filter y-position output (mni)
Tracker y-velocity output
Position of first report; for mm-dist test (nmi)
] Position of fust report: for min dist test (nmi)
1 Association box unner limit: zone 0 and 1 (nmi)
Savedassociationbox upper limit; zone 0 and 1 (nmi)
Savedassociationbox lower limit; zone 0 and 1 (mni)
Association box unner limit: zone 0 and 1 (ACPs)
Association box lower limit; zone 0 and 1 (ACPs)
Savedassociationbox upper limit; zone 0 and 1 (ACPs)
Savedassociationbox lower limit; zone 0 and 1 (ACPs)
instantaneousvelocity (knots)
filtered velocity (knots)
instantaneousradial velocity (knots)
filtered radial velocity
instantaneousazimuthal velocity; (ACPs/hour)
Saved“t-ad-vel” - usedin “fixup” algorithm
Saved“az-vel” - usedin “fixup” algorithm
track’s instantaneousheading(ACPs)
track’s previous value of inst-hdg (ACPs)
track’s smoothedheading(ACPs)
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Table 8. ‘Track Data Structure (continued)

I

?

.

Field Name
/*beacon specific fields*/
int code;
int discrete:
int code-change;
int alt;
int ah-validity
int split;
/*track statusfields*/
int trk_num;
int state;
irlt rtqc;
int qual-old;
int conf-old;
int avg-scans;
int dopps[];
int avg--hi dopp;
int zone;
int fixup-flag;
int had-beacon;
int radar-miss;
int beacon-miss;
int miss-l;
int miss-2;
int miss-3;
int hit;
count;
in bird-ice -~~
~~
int hdg-switchsnt;
int age;
int min-dist;
int force coast;
int coast
int corr;
int num~maxassoc;
int available
int num assoc;
int nun-disc-assoc;
int sectqred;
int sect-max;
int row;
int col;

Description

I

Mode 3lA code + 2-bit validity; set to 0 for radar
Flag: 0 - non-discrete, 1 - discrete
Counter for changing Mode 3/A code
Mode C converted to feet; setto 0 for radar
Mode C validity (O-3)
Counter for discrete beaconsplit logic
Track file number
Track state- seestatediagram
Flag “Real Time Quality Control” track
Last updatesQuality
Last updatesConfidence
# of scansto computenew Doppler average
High-PRF Doppler values(0-avggscans)
Averagedhigh-PRF Doppler value
Association Zone of latestcorrelation
-2 when last scan corr. removed. Counts down to zero
Flag that the track has ever had a non-radar-only state
Count of scanswithout beacondata in correlation
Count of scanswithout beacondam in correlation
# of missessince last update
# of missesbetween last and2”d to last update
# of missesbetween2ndto last and 3’dto last update
Total # of hits on track for statistics
Total # of “bird/ice” consistentcorm. (-1 is disabled)
# of scansof erratic heading
Total # of possible hits on track; for statistics
Flag: 0 - not passedtest, 1 - passedtest;
Flag: 0 - not forced. 1 - forced: for beacon snlit
Flag: 0 - not coasted,I- coasted
Flag: 0 - not correlated, 1 - correlated
Count of associationsfor track (analysis)
Flag: 0 - not avail, 1 - avail; for Gen. to Act. list
Count number of associatedrenorts
Counter of associateddiscreteMode 3/A reports
Azimuth sector that track is predicted to be
Azimuth sectorthat track processingmust complete
Track x-y sort-bin linkage
Track x-v sort-bin linkage
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APPENDIX B. VARIABLE SITE PARAMETERS
GENERAL RADAR SYSTEM PARAMETERS
FREQA
FREQB

3

These VSPs set the operating frequency of the radar’s A and B channels respectively.
The appropriate VSP (determined by the active channel) is used together with the PRF values to
compute the expected interpolated Doppler value for a given track range-rate. The comparison
between the expected Doppler and the measuredDoppler value in the input radar report is used
in the conflict resolution algorithm when multiple reports/tracksassociate. These VSPs are input
in units of MHz. A typical value is 2730.
HEIGHT
This VSP sets the elevation of the radar antenna above sea level. It is given in flight
levels (100 feet = 1 flight level). A typical value is 6.
PRF-H
PRF-L
These VSPs set the pulse-repetition frequency for the high and low intervals of the radar.
These VSPs are used along with the radar frequency value (from the active channel) to compute
the expected interpolated Doppler value for a given track range-rate. The comparison between
the expected Doppler and the measured Doppler value in the input radar report is used in the
conflict resolution algorithm when multiple reports/tracks associate. These VSPs are input in
units of Hz. A typical value is 940.
SIGMA-RANGE, INIT-SIGMA-RANGE
SIGMA-AZ, NT-SIGMA-AZ
These VSPs set the sensor typical range and azimuth standard deviation error value.
They are used in sizing track associationboxes, etc. The range sigma is input in units of 64ths of
a nautical mile. The azimuth sigma is input in units of 16ths of an ACP. Separate VSPs are
provided for radar-only track initiation and for radar track association/correlation use. (This
allows for the separatetuning of the algorithms. The sigmas are typically set to the same value
anyway.) A typical value for the range sigmas is 3 (3/64ths of a mile). A typical value for the
azimuth sigmas is 32 (2 ACPs).
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TEST-MODE SWITCHES

+

RADAR-ONLY
This VSP is used to force the 9-PAC tracker to treat input beacon targets as though they
were radar-only data. This mode is used for testing the radar tracking algorithms. The nominal
value is 0 (off - normal operation of the beacontracking algorithms). Set the VSP to a non-zero
value to enablethe test mode.

OVERALL 9-PAC RADAR TRACKER PARAMETERS

d

ELIG-RANGE
This VSP sets the range threshold separating the usage of the “close-in” scoring tables
(see CLOSE-MT-TAB and CLOSE-MAINT-TAB) from the usage of the “far-out” scoring
tables (see FAR-INIT-TAB and FAR-&MN TAB). Rangesexceedingthis VSP use the “far”
tables. This VSP is input in units of nautical miles. A nominal value for this VSP is 40 nautical
miles.

NG
This VSP sets the maximum expected turn-rate for a real radar-only or non-discrete
beacon aircraft. It is used to, enlarge the outer track association box to a sufficient size to
encompassreasonablyturning aircraft. This VSP is input in “g” units (an aircraft performing a
“standard-rate” turn of 3 degrees/secondis pulling 1 “g” of acceleration). The VSP is input in
10th~of a “g” units. The nominal value for NG is 28 (i.e. 2.8 “g”).
NSC-ASSOC

I
This VSP sets the maximum number of scans of radar-only correlation required for the
tracker to convert a track that was formerly beacon-supportedto radar-only (and, vice versa, the
number of scansof beacon-only correlation required to convert a track that was formerly radaronly to beacon-supported).The nominal value for this VSP is 300.
QUAL-SCORE
This VSP sets the minimum radar quality-confidence “points/scan” value for the track
maintenancetest performed on tracks moving at normal speeds. Each track computes its “score”
(based on report quality, confidence, and Doppler agreement- see the ELIG VSP table below)
every scan. The average“points/scan” value is maintained as a measureof track “goodness.” If
the track is moving at normal speed (see the SLOW VEL VSP), then the track’s “points/scan”
value must be greaterthan the VSP in order to be ma6&.ined. If the scoredrops below the VSP,
then the track is dropped. This VSP is input in 10th~of a score“point.” A nominal value for this
VSP is 7 (0.7 points/scan).
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QUALSCQRESLOW
This VSP sets the minimum radar quality-confidence “points/scan” value for the track
maintenance test performed on tracks moving at below-normal speeds (i.e. below the
SLOW-VEL VSP). Each track computes its “score” (based on report quality, confidence, and
Doppler agreement- see the scoring VSP table(s) below) every scan. The average“points/scan”
value is maintained as a measure of track “goodness.” The track’s “points/scan” value must be
greater than the special “slow” VSP in order to be maintained. If the scoredrops below the VSP,
then the track is dropped. A separatequality-scoring VSP is used for slow tracks so that these
more “suspect” tracks (often false-tracks caused by birds) may be subjected to a more-stringent
scoring test. This VSP is input in 10th~of a score “point.” A nominal value for this VSP is 13
(1.3 points/scan).

This VSP is used to determine the track speed below which the special
QUAL-SCORE-SLOW VSP is to be used as the scoring threshold in track maintenancetesting
instead of the normal QUAL_SCORE VSP. This VSP is input in knots. A nominal value for
this VSP is 140 knots.
HDG-TRK-CNT
This VSP is used to determine whether slow (track speed I the VSP “SLOW-VEL”)
radar-only tracks in a particular heading bin are to set their heading feedback flag in the output
report. (Note: a track’s heading bin is determined from its smoothedheading.) If the number of
radar-only tracks in the system in a given heading bin (eachbin occupies4.5degrees)exceedsthis
VSP, then the feedback flag will be set, indicating that this heading has an excessivenumber of
radar-only tracks --- a symptom of “birds” producing false tracks. The C&I processing will use
the feedback to modify its thresholds to reduce the incidence of these false reports. A nominal
value for this VSP is 6 tracks.
HDG-SWITCH
This VSP is used to deterrnine whether a slow (track speed5 the VSP “SLOW-VEL”)
radar-only track’s instantaneousheading has changed too much from its previous instantaneous
heading - indicating the chance that this track is a “bird” rather than an aircraft. The track’s
heading switch counter is incremented when this occurs, and the counter value is fed back to the
C&I processing. The C&I processing uses the feedback to alter its thresholds to reduce the
incidence of false ‘bird” reports. A nominal value for this VSP is 700 ACPs.
HDG-TRK-ON-CNT
This VSP is used in the setting of the ‘cbirdHeadingFlag” global variable that indicates to
the C&I processing when the tracker has found a number of “biid” tracks. If any heading bin
“triad” (any histogram bin and its adjoining neighbor bins) has more than this VSP number of
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tracks, then the global flag is set. (This searchis performed once per scan.)A nominal value for
this VSP is 5 tracks.
HDG-TRK-OFF-CNT

~

This VSP is used in the clearing of the “birdHeadingFlag” global variable that indicates
to the C&I processingwhen the tracks has found no incidence of “bird” tracks. If all the heading
bin “triads” (histogram bin and its adjoining neighbor bins) have fewer than this VSP number of
tracks, then the global flag is cleared. (This searchis performed once per scan.)A nominal value
for this VSP is 4 tracks.

QUALITY-CONFIDENCE
CLOSEJNIT-TAB
FARJNIT-TAB
CLOSE-MAINT-TAB
FAR-MAINT-TAB

SCOFUNG TABLES

I

j .,

There are 4 quality-scoring tables input as VSPs to the 9-PAC Phase-II tracker. Each
table is two-dimensional. There are 4 rows in eachtable, correspondingto radar quality values 0
through 3. There are 8 columns in each table, corresponding to radar confidence values 0
through 7. (Note: the table entry for quality 3, confidence 7 is reserved for beacon reports.
Beacon-only reports *are given a score equal to the sum of the equivalent table entry for
quality=3, confidence=6 plus the DOPP-SCORE VSP.) Each table entry is a “score” value in
“points,” weighting how sure the radar is that a report with this quality-confidence combination
is a return from a real aircraft and not generatedfrom clutter.
Two of these tables ‘(CLOSE MAINT-TAB and FAR MAINT TAB) are used to
compute the scoring function used m the track maintenance-testing %nction. (See the
QUAL-SCORE and QUAL_SCORE_SLOW VSPs above.) The other two tables
(CLOSE-INIT-TAB and F~-INIT-TAB)
are used to compute the scoring used in the track
initiation function. The selection of the CLOSE or FAR table in each case is performed by
comparing the track (or report) range against the ELIG RANGE VSP. The separation into
“close” and “far” tables allows separatetailoring of the sc&ing parametersfor the close-in region
where clutter is more severeversusthe far-out region where aircraft returns may be weaker. The
division into “‘initiation” and “maintenance” tables allows separatetailoring of the scoring for
track initiation (usually more stringent) and track maintenance(usually less stringent).
Typical values for CLOSE-INIT-TAB are:
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
Q
0
0

1
2
2
3

0
2
2
3

0
0
0
0
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0
4
4
5

0
0
0
0

c

Typical values for FAR-MT-TAB

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

are:

0
0
0

21
2
3

0
4
4
5

0
0
0
0

0
0
~0
0

0
4
4
5

0
0
0
0

1
2
2
3

0
4
4
5

0
0
0
0

:
2
3

Typical values for CLOSE-MAINT-TAB are:
1
2
2
2

1
2
2
2

0
0
0
0

1
2
2
3

1
2
2
3

Typical values for FAR-MAINT-TAB
0
0
0
0

TRACK LINEARITY

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

are:
1
2
2
3

PARAMETERS

NSIGMAS-RANGE, INITNSIGMASJANGE
NSIGMAS-AZIMUTH,

L
L.

INIT~NSIGMASJZIMUTH

These VSPs are used in conjunction with the radar tracker SIGMA_RANGE and
SIGMA-AZIMUTH VSPs to size the range and azimuth thresholds for the track linearity test
used in track association,track initiation and maintenancetesting. TheseVSPs are multipliers to
select how many sigmas to allow a report to deviate from the linearly-predicted position. They
are input in 10th~ of a sigma units. (Note: separateVSPs are provided for radar track initiation
and for track association/correlation.This allows for the separatetuning of the tracker radar-only
track initiation and the radar track association/correlation linearity tests. Normally, the tests for
radar-only track initiation would be more-stringent than those for radar track association.) The
nominal value for the track initiation range VSP is 52 (5.2 sigmas) and the nominal value for the
track initiation azimuth VSP is 48 (4.8 sigmas).The nominal value for the association/correlation
range multiplier VSP is 48 (4.8 sigmas) and the nominal value for the association/correlation
azimuth multiplier VSP is 48 (4.8 sigmas).
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RADAR TRACK INITIATION

PARAMETERS

Control Switches
THREE-OF-5
This switch determines whether valid radar track initiation sequencesmay have 2 scan
misses (3 reports out of 5 scans)or whether only one scan miss (3 out of 4) is valid for radar
track initiation. The nominal value for this VSP is 0 (only 1 miss permitted - 3 out of 4). Set
this VSP to a non-zero value to enable the more-lenient 3-out-of-5 radar track initiation
algorithm. (Note: 3-out-of-5 radar track initiation, while it may initiate marginal aircraft tracks
earlier, may also causemore false-tracksto be initiated.)
USE-TNPLES
This switch determines whether the radar “triple” algorithms are -enabledfor radar track
initiation or not. The “triples” mechanismallows radar-only track initiation on report sequences
that do not meet the usual stringent requirements for normal radar-only track initiation - they
might take more than 3 scans of uncorrelated radar reports to achieve a sufficient score or
movement distance as used for normal initiation. The “triples” algorithms require extra system
storage and processing, and they may sometimes cause false tracks to be initiated - however,
they can also initiate real tracks earlier (in fewer scans)and initiate tracks on marginal aircraft or
aircraft in regions of heavy radar clutter. The nominal value for this VSP is 1 (“triples”
processingis enabled). Set this VSP to zero in order to disable ‘Yriple” processing.
Movement Test Parameters
M-IN-ACPS
In order for a radar-only track to be initiated, it must have moved sufficiently far in
distance (range and/or azimuth) to pass the movement test. The MIN_ACPS VSP sets the
movement threshold in the azimuth direction. If the prospective track has moved farther than
this VSP in azimuth, then the movement test is passed. This VSP is input in units of ACPs.
Since a changein ACPs is equivalent to a larger linear movement the farther out the prospective
track is in range, the azimuth threshold is reduced linearly for ranges beyond the VSP RANGE
value. The nominal value for the MIN_ACPS VSP is 28 ACPs.
MIN-DIST
In order for a radar-only track to be initiated, it must have moved sufficiently far in
distance (range and/or azimuth) to pass the movement test. The Ml%J-DIST VSP sets the
movement threshold in the range direction. If the prospective track has moved farther than this
VSP in range, then the movement test is passed. This VSP is input in 64th~ of a nautical mile
units. The nominal value for t]r?eMIN-DIST VSP is 16 (0.25 miles).
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CT

c
5

This VSP is used to compute the size of the searchwindow required for track initiation.
The computation uses this maximum expected aircraft speed VSP to determine how far a real
aircraft could move in a certain number of radar scans. This VSP is input in units of integer
knots. The nominal value for this VSP is 600 knots.
MIN-VEL
Prospectiveradar-only tracks must have a ground speedgreater than this VSP in order to
be initiated. Tracks whose speedis too slow to be an aircraft in flight are more- likely to be false.
(Note: the tracker’s determination of initial track speed is subject to radar measurementerrors
that can cause speed errors of lo-20 knots typically.) This VSP is input in integer knots. A
nominal value for this VSP is 30 knots.
RANGE
This VSP setsthe range threshold inside which the MIN_ACPS value is used unmodified
in the movement test. For prospective tracks outside RANGE, the movement test azimuth
threshold is linearly reduced to make the required movement distance the same as it was at
RANGE. This VSP is input in nautical mile units. The nominal value for this VSP is 4 nautical
miles.
Track Initiation Scoring Parameters
DOPP-SCORE
This VSP~sets the number of “scoring points” to be added to a radar quality-confidence
score when a radar report’s interpolated Doppler agrees with the measured range-rate during
track initiation or track maintenanceprocessing. This VSP is input in units of score “points.”
The nominal value is 1 point.
SINIT
This VSP sets the minimum quality-confidence-Doppler score value required for radar
track initiation. The set of uncorrelated radar reports which are candidates for track initiation
must have a total score greater than or equal to the sum of SINIT plus the Doppler agreement
score parameter DOPP-SCORE. (Note: if the set of reports has a score less than this threshold
but greater than TRIPLE-MIN-SCORE, then the- reports may create a “triple” instead of
performing track initiation.) This VSP is input in units of score “points.” The nominal value for
this VSP is 10 points.
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“Triple Algorithm” Parameters
NMISSES
This VSP setsthe maximum nutnber of missed scansthat can occur in a “triple” before it
will be dropped from the system. The nominal value is 2 scans.
TRIPLE-MIN_SCG&E

i

:.

This VSP sets the minimum radar quality-confidence-Doppler score value required to
create a radar “triple” from three uncorrelated radar reports that meet most tests for track
initiation but have insufficient, score (i.e. less than the normal radar track-initiation SINIT VSP)
or movement. This VSP is normally set lower than SINIT in order to allow weaker (lowerscoring) reports to form “triples” when they would not have been good enough to initiate tracks.
This VSP is input in units of “score points.” The nominal value is 6 points.
1
.Ib
..;
/;
TRIPLE-PPS-EXT
This VSP sets the minimum threshold for a radar “triple” “points/scan” value if the
current uncorrelated radar report under consideration were to be added to the “triple” thus
extending it to the next scan. Each “triple” computes its “score” (based on report quality,
confidence, and Doppler agreement- seethe ELIG VSP table below) every scanthat the Yriple”
is extended. The average“points/scan’” value is maintained as a measure of prospective track
“goodness.” If the scoredrops below the VSP, then the current radar report is not used to extend
the “triple.” This VSP is input in 10th~of a score“point.” A nominal value for this VSP is 15
(1.5 points per scan).
TRIPLE-PPS-SCORE
This VSP sets the minimum threshold for a radar Yriple” “points/scan” value if the
current uncorrelated radar report under consideration were to join two other radar reports from
previous scans to create a “triple” on this scan. Each %iple” computes its “score” (based on
report quality, confidence, and Doppler agreement- seethe ELIG VSP table below) every scan
that the “triple” is extended. The average “points/scan” value is maintained as a measure of
prospective track “goodness.” If the score drops below the VSP, then the current radar report is
not used to extend the “triple.‘~ This VSP is input in 1Oth.sof a score “point.” A nominal value
for this VSP is 16 (1.6 points per scan). (Note: this test is in addition to the
TRIPLE-m-SCORE
test above.)

3
,,,
_

TRIPLE-SCANS
This VSP sets the maximum number of scans that a radar “triple” may be extended
without initiating a track. “Triples” whose life exceedsthe TRIPLE-SCANS VSP value are
removed from the system. This mechanism keeps triples formed from radar clutter from
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“cluttering up” the “triple” algorithm processing and potentially causing false track initiations.
The nominal value for this VSP is 8 scans.
Quality--O, Confidence=3 Radar Track Initiation Controls

B

These VSPs control radar track initiation logic that enables and disables the use of
uncorrelated radar reports with quality=0 and confidence=3 (these reports generally indicate
clutter) in radar track initiation processing. The tracker maintains a continuous count of the total
number of radar reports with quality-0 and confidence=3 in the system as a per-scan value
(averagedover the preceding 5 scans).

c
QOC3MAX
If the per-scanaveragecount of radar reports with quality=0 and confidence=3 in a given
30-degree azimuth sector exceeds the C3MAX VSP, then radar track initiation using such
reports is disabled (for that sector). This will reduce the incidence of false tracks that would
initiate on clutter. This VSP would be set to “infinity” (100000) to turn off the special logic.
The nominal value for this VSP is 3 reports.
QOC3PCT
This VSP is usedto control when radar track initiation for uncorrelatedradar reports with
quality=0 and confidence=3 in a given 30-degreeazimuth sector is re-enabled after it has been
disabled (see QOC3MAX above). QOC3PCT is given as a percentage. If the per-scan average
count of radar reports with quality=0 and confidence=3 (in the given azimuth sector) drops below
QOC3PCTof QOC3MAX, then radar track initiation on such reports is re-enabled. A nominal
value for this VSP would be 100 percent. (Note: this VSP provides for a controllable amount of
hysteresisin the enable/disablelogic.)

“ON-THE-GROUND”

REGIONS

These VSPs allow the provision of up to 8 special regions (defined in terms of rangeazimuth “wedges”) where the number of coastsallowed on a track is reduced from 3 to 1 if it is
determined that the tracked aircraft is “on the ground.” These regions generally define airport
locations. The “on the ground” state is determined for tracks that are mature (age 2 10 scans)
and their most-recent valid beacon altitude update was below 2 flight levels above the HEIGHT
VSP.
GND-WEDGE-CNT
This VSP defines how many special regions are currently defined. Up to 8 regions may
be defined. The nominal value for this VSP is 0 (no special regions).
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GNDWEDGES
The special “on the ground” regions are defined as range-azimuth “wedges.” Each region
is defined with four values, as describedbelow.
MinTrange: The innermost range for the special region. The range is given in 64th~ of
a nautical nule units. The mimmum rangecan range from 0 to the value for the maximum range.
A4bxTrange: The outermost range for the special region. The range is given in 64th~ of
a nautical mile units. The maximum rangemust be larger than the minimum range and less than
the radar’s maximum range (60 nautical miles).
Ah-azimuth:

The lowest azimuth for the special region. The azimuth is given in ACPs.

Adax_azimuth: The highest azimuth for the special region. The azimuth is given in
ACPs.

.
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APPENDIX C. PERFORMANCE MONITORS
Table 9 below details the various performancemonitor valueswhich are derived by the 9PAC tracker each scan. The performance monitor values provide statistical measurementson the
performance of various processeswithin the tracker. They provide a means to evaluate the
impact of changesin VSP settingsor unusual environmental conditions.
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Table 9. Performance Monitors
Descridion

Name
T‘otal-tracks

‘otal # of tracks this scan.

FIO-tracks

1of radar-only tracks this scan.

eIO-tracks

1of beacon-only tracks this scan.

F1B-tracks

Eof radar-reinforced tracks this scan.

IIlit-tracks

1of initiating tracks (Track Statezlnit, Miss, Non-Move, Stable) this scan.

IfJonMovingfracks

t of non-move tracks (Track State = Non-Move 1, Non-Move 2) this scan.

C:oastingJracks

t of coasting tracks (Track State = Coast 1, Coast 2, Coast 3) this scan.

I stable-tracks

t of stable tracks (Track State = Stable) this scan.

7btai_CorrJracks

t of correlating tracks this scan.

CIneToOne-corr

t: of one-to-one correlations this scan.

hAanyToOne,corr

# of manv-to-one correlations this scan.

hAanyToMany-corr

# of manv-to-many correlations this scan.

Fsadar-only-inputs

Yof radar-only input reports this scan.

Eseacon-only-inputs
Fjadar-Beacon-inputs

Yof beacon-only. input
this scan.
. reports
.
rt of radar-reinforced beacon input reports this scan.

1.otal-hit-ratio

-lit ratio (%) for all tracks this scan.

Fqadar-hit-ratio

-fit ratio (%) for radar-only tracks this scan.

F?B-hit-ratio

lit ratio (%) for radar-reinforced beacon tracks this scan.

E3eacon-hit-ratio

Hit ratio (%) for beacon-only tracks this scan.

Fqcorr-repot-t-count

# of correlated radar-only reports this scan.

1rotal-triples

# of radar “triple” reports in initiation processing this scan.

IIrop-linearity_count

# of tracks dropped due to maintenance linearity test failure this scan.

IIrop-scoring-count

# of tracks dropped due to points/scan test failure this scan.

(;10C3-init-disable

Flag indicating that the number of radar-only quality-O, confidence=3
reports has exceeded the allowable initiation threshold VSP (if TRUE).

I=ast-Tracks

# of radar-only tracks with speed z- SLOW-VEL VSP this scan.

I=ast-Avg-Age

Average age (scans) for radar-only tracks with speed > SLOW-VEL VSP

I=ast,PD

Probability of detection (%) for fast radar-only tracks this scan.

!Slow-Tracks

# of radar-only tracks with speed 5 SLOW-VEL VSP this scan.

ISlow-Avg-Age
,Slow-PD

Average age (scans) for radar-only tracks with speed 5 SLOW-VEL VSP

IHdg-Trk-Count

# of heading “triads” that exceed TRK-HDG-CNT

IHdg-On-Count

# of heading Wriads” that exceed TRK-ON-CNT

IHdg-Max-Count

Maximum heading bin “triad” count this scan.

IBird-Flag

Flag indicating that the “bird track” feedback is in effect this scan.

Trk-Overload

Flag indicating that a system resource (i.e. track file entries, uncorrelated
reports, buffer reports) has been exceeded (if TRUE).

Probability of detection (“9) for slow radar-only tracks this scan.
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VSP this scan.
VSP
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